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THE BENEFITS OF RACCI MEMBERSHIP

* The best magazine for serious CFC users.
An INDEX of the above from issue 1 — 96.
Telephone HELPLINE (indispensable).
Bargain buys/wanted lists from the MARKET STALL.
Discount off goods from advertisers.

”II-)rX-i-

)1» Above all the advice, assistance and friendship
from other HACCI members.

BENEFIT list by Ernie (Wish List) Ruddick

List of PD discs, tapes, library books, services.

COPYRIGHT: MACCI 1990

Material may not be reproduced either in whole or
in part without the prior consent of the copyright
holders. HACCI club members may freely reproduced
material for their own use. No payment can be made
for any material selected for publication.

PRODUCTION METHOD

NAOCI is created using Protext, Promergo, Prospell
and Microbesign Plus on a CPC 6123 and printed by
an Epson Stylus 800, my very old Star LClO and the
Plastic Computer owned by Paul Dwerryhouse.

IAOCI is printed and collated by: ProutaPrint!
134 Foregate Street, Chester CH1 1H3 01244 313222

IAch is distributed by the Dwerryhousa family who

are rapidly loosing any sense of sanity.

IAOCI: The club for Amstrad CPC computer owners.

FRUIT WEB: ((1 still admit nothing -Ph111p))

BOB MOFFATT, 01454 329875
Weekends only please.
Hasterfile III, Hastercalc
Qualitaa and Protext.

FRANK FROST, 01983 882197
Isle of Night, 49m to 109m
VDE, CP/M, Protext and
RACCI Services.

MALCOLM BRABBIN, 01502 716344, Suffolk
3pm to 11pm but not Saturdays. Basic programming.

IAN NEILL, 01926 337708, 6pm to 10pm, Harwickshire
Eprom blowing, Hardware, Electronics and more.

MARK STENART, 01773 322599, Belper, 8pm to 10pm,
PAH Adventure Creator, Basic and general help.

NIGEL MELLS, 01784 211734, Ashford, tap. to disc
problems, Basic programing and a general natter.

MIKE LYONS, 01942 259942, Wigan, Basic, Stop Press
Dk'tronics Speech Synth and help with Sunset.

STUART GASCOIGNE, 0272 831361, Bristol, Basic,
Machine code, PD Discs 19 to 36.

JOHN HUDSON, 01484 423252, Huddersfield. HOII,
CP/M, Hordstar/Newword, dBASE, CP/H PD, CPC-PCH-PC

JOHN BOWLEV. 01733 702158, Petorborough.
I’D/Book Libraries and HACCI DMBUDSHAN.

CLIVE JACKSON, Cobol, Basic, Bankman, Sorting,
File Handling and Applications programing.
37 Essex Road, Stamford, Lincs, P159 1L5

RICHARD AVERY, Tasword 464, GPaint, Another World.
35 Marlborough View, Cove, Farnborough, G014 9YA

Nlc RAVNER, 0850 992747 (mobile) Manchester
CPC Emulators on the PC.

PHILIP DiRIOHLEAU, 01522 511608 (That's me)
Powerpage 128, G-Paint, Tasword, PD Utilities,
Basic Programing and quite a lot else as well.
Just don't call me after 11pm.

ARTIlIfl/ANGELA COOK, 01903 206739, Sussex
Tape Library, repairs, General CPC and Matter
All day till 10pm

NB :
This help-line is provided an a voluntary basis by
club members to assist other members. Please call
between 7pm and 9p- (unless stated otherwise. )
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Jeff Walker in October 1986

On one of the many occasions that I discussed ram with Paul, he mentioned that
one of the worst tines was when it came down to writing Thanr and Stuff and
having nothing at all to write about. Thanks for the warning Paul. I '1: now
sitting here, a few days shy of the deadline and I ’m wondering just what it is
that I '1 going to write about.

A LIllLE LAlE
How many of you noticed that we were a

little late last month? Quite a few
did, I know, because some of you
called John in a mad, panic stricken
state, demanding to know when your
next fix of HACCI was due to arrive.
Okay, so I said in the mag it was on
time; four days late isn't that bad
when you consider that we had a change
over of editor, of magazine production
and I hadn't actually done it before.
Anyway, as I type this, I'm on

schedule once more, after doing doing
three days work in an afternoon and
everything seems to be going fine.

FAIR COMMENT

Something for you to notice this
month. Fair Comment is a little sparse
compared to normal offerings. flow, I
know I'm also the Fair Comment Editor,
but this really isn't my fault. Where
are all my normal, regular letter
writers gone to? Why haven't Ibeen
getting the usual collection of abuse
and commentary that make my daily
mailbag worth opening? Hhat have I
done wrong? Is it Franks fault? has
the Snail Mail managed to loose at
least a dozen letters? Come on dear
membership, write a letter, let us
know what you like and what you hate
or FC will get very short indeed.

A MARY FACED PROBLEM

More of a Multifaced problem really.
My Hultiface blew up this month,
whilst I was doing the crossword
graphic that you can see on page 20 of
this issue. I managed to get it
across, just about, but had to wave
goodbye to the hultiface. It‘s deader
than Amstrad Action.

I didn't have to panic long though.
I casually mentioned this to someone
(ITGA as it happens) and 48 hours
later, one drops through the letterhox
(read handed to me by my postman) for
my use until nine can either be fixed
or I can afford to buy a new one,
which ever comes sooner. With the
increase in graphics which I hope to
put into HhCCI over the next few
months, the little beastie is going to
be somewhat vital. l‘hanks Angela.

IRAI'S IR A COVER

Have a quick look at the cover. Go on,
right now, have a quick look and then
come back here again ...... Do you think
you can do better?

One of the reasons I now use the
main box around the graphical bit, is
so that members have got an exact size
to work to when it comes to cover
designs. So, if you think you can
create a cover, get on with it. I look
forwards to some cover pictures.

ARTICLES IARTED

I know that Wish List Ernie has got
quite a few article on the way for me,
but I need some more, I need lots
more. Don't think for a moment that
you couldn't write an article for
HkCCI when it's quite probable that
you can.
I've had a few calls from people

asking me if they can write an article
and my answer is always the same, yes.
The question that always needs to be
asked, it what do you write an article
about. hell, the answer to that is
simple as well. Anything to do with
the CPC. It doesn't matter what it is,
so long as it's to do with the Amstrad
CPC computer. We've had articles about
making a computer table for a CPC,

buying and selling CPC computers,
Basic Programming on a CPC and we've
even had articles on how not to use a

CPC. Literally anything goes, within
reason, so long as it's linked to the
CPC computer.

lHAT'S ME FOR AROlRER MOMIH

Not really true. I still have the
last few touches to do to the
magazine, like spell check all this
and then I've got to start working on

issue tlflt, but at least that's me

almost finished for this month.
So, I'll finish my Earl Grey tea,

smoke me a cigarette and then back to
the grindstone again. Fair Comment is
two pages short at the moment, so I'm
going to spend tonight working out
what I can fit on the two spare pages.
Seeya next month - Philip
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THE DIRECTORY
This full directory will be printed periodically in the magazine and also in tile
Supplement {more worlr for John}. I ’we done as good a job as I could in the time
allowed but if you are aentioned and don’t want to be; aren’t mentioned and you
wislr to be; or your listing is wrong,

libraries, just loo/r under l/Iio's lino,

then please let us Irnow and we ’1] correct
it. Don’t forget tlrat ”1166'! has it ’s own boo/r, software, tape and disc PD

Remember to send an 5516‘ if you can, it
aalres peoples jobs easier, and please uentiou waccr when nalring any contact.

'lines And User Groups

UAUG - Tony Baker, 26 Uplands
Crescent, Fareham, Hants, 1016 7ST.
tel 01329 234291. United Amstrad User
Group and CPC User magazine. This is
the Chairman‘s address. Re supplies
information about the club 1.

magazine.
CPC South lest - Dave Stitson, 4

Comuaught Avenue, Hutley, Plymouth,
1L4 7811. Rot-just~regionally-based
fannine for general CPC matters. A5

bi-Ionthly, £1 plus postage.
Bonzo’s Scrapyard - Dave Caleno, 29

Chapter Road, Strood, Rochester, Kent,
14112 3P1. 01634 724262 (8.30-10.30pm).
Approximately bi-monthly publication
to compliment Donzo suite of programs
and tape to disc transfers.
DDit— Brian Watson, Harrowden, 19

high Street, Sutton, Ely, Cambs, CR6

2RA. the Iagazine for all 8-bit
computers. tor a sample copy send £2

(stamps or cheque to "11. Watson") for
the latest issue.
IEBA - C/o the Secretary, Harrowden,
39Righ Street, Sutton, Ely, Cambs,
C116 2111. 01353 777006 (7—10pm any
evening). the International Eight Dit
Association, for users and supporters
of All. 8 bit computers. Send two first
class stamps and return self addressed
label (no envelope) for more
intonation.

Independent (Settlers) Suppliers And
Services

CoISoft - 10 Ithntosh Court, Vellpark,
Glasgow, 6311 21711, Scotland. tel/fax
0141 554 4735 (24hr amsaphone). Email:
culflcix.colpulink.co.uk. Sells own

developed plus other hardware and
software. Credit cards accepted.
RACCO- Harrowden, 39 High Street,
Sutton, Ely, Cambs, CD6 20A. 01353
777006 (7-10pm any evening). Send A4

SAD for current information on
Protest, Maxam, Utopia, Office, Model
Universe and other new CPC product
releases and upgrades.
In! Software - 78 Radipole Lane,
Veymouth, Dorset, DT4 9R5. 01305
784155 (1—10pm). Adventure games for
both the CPC and FOR.

Dave's Disk Doctor Service Ltd - 01892
835974. Disc salvage, data transfer
and conversions. All profits from the
company are covenanted to charity,
sometimes special discounts to
disabled users, some charities and
church related organisations by
negotiation.
Ierline-Serve / Radical Software -
Drympton Cottage, Brunswick Road,
Vorthing, Vest Sussex, 81111 3110.

Tel/far 01903 206739. Service
supplying mainly second hand hand
hardware, software and Wizard 8 Sit
Printer Port. 1011 discount to members.
AS 5511: for list.
Trading Post - Victoria Road, Shifnal,
Shropshire, '1111 811‘. Tel/Par 01952
462135. CPC soft and hardware items.
Some Plus/0114000 items also. Credit
cards accepted.
Capri Marketing, Colputer Cavern - 9

Dean Street, Marlow, Ducks, SL7 3AA.

tel 01628 891101 fax 01628 891022. CPC

Soft and hardware items. Credit cards
accepted. Send 55111 for list.
H.E.c. (Alstrad Repairs) - 47-49
Railway Road, Leigh, Lancashire,11117
411. 01942 2618661672424. Duality
repairs with most at standard charges.

Free technical support, advice and
information on all repairs carried
out. 10% discount to members.
CrysralX Software — 11 Vicarage View,
Redditch, Vorcs, 897 4111‘. Stellar
Outpost, excellent strategy game. Tape
£2.50, disc £3.99 (Cheques payable to
A. Swinbourne please).
Three Inch Drive Belts - A.) Howard, 65

Altyre Vay, Beckemham, Kent, SR3 300.
Disc drive belts for the CPC and the
PCT. Flat fitting, with instructions.
Only £2.25 including P8P.
SD Iicrosystels - (Department 2), PO

Box 24, Attleborough, Norfolk, RR17

100. 01953 483750. CPC, PCR and PC

specialists in software, supplies and
hardware.
Ironics North - PO Box 7149, Garbutt,
Queensland, Australia, 4814. Tel/fax
0061 77 251766 (international).
Possibly the only Anstrad dealer in
Australia supporting the CPC and PCV.

Otficeland - 10 Sterte Close, Poole,
Dorset, 81115 211T. Tel 01202 666155 fax
01202 677958. We supply all of your
computer needs; laser toner and

labels, inkjet cartridges, refills,
paper, labels, transparencies, printer
ribbon Re-lnk, discs including CFZ

(Amsoft £3.95 each) and many other
items including PCT.

Public Donain libraries

King Arthur's Dolain - Drympton
Cottage, Brunswick Road, Worthing,
West Sussex, 81111 3110. Tel/fax 01903
206739. Over 200 selections available.
Disc (3")3.5") and SSAE.

RSPD ~ Robert Sparrow, 40 Dee Court,
Hobbayne Road, Ranwell, London, W7

3R0. 25p per choice, 140 now available
Presto 2 - Brian Rey, 87 Sweetmans
Road, Shaftsbury, Dorset, SP7 81311.

Prism PD - Martyn Sherwood, 13 Rodney
Close, Rugby, C127 711.1. 01788 817473.
Disc and tape PD available.
Ultilate PD - Paul Edwards, 26 Rood-
side Road, Irby, Virral,11erseyside,
L61 40L. PD on 1" discs or tape.
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Fair Commen
Philip “’l‘iggcr" Dikichlealm
and FrankNeallmenvay

3 Glebe Close
Rayleigh

Essex SS6 9H1.

THREE CHEERS FOR Pillt
Dear Philip, first of all I would like
to thank Paul for all the hard work
and no doubt long hours he put in
during his time as Editor of the
sagaaine. He took over from the very
capable Clive Bellaby and improved
RhCCI even further. I thoroughly
enjoyed working with Paul and the
lriendship that we built up. I think
that Paul deserves three cheers and a

pat on the back for all the work that
he put in. I cannot wait for his
review of Protert Office. I wish you
the best of luck with the editorship
Philip and I will be only too pleased
to help you and John out in any way
that I can.
I support the changes that you have

made to the front cover and inside the
magazine itself. I liked the new

logo, but I could not quite get used
to it. The reasons for you changing
it back to the old logo are very
practical and justifiable. The only
thing ldon't agree with is putting
bores round the page headers. But
having said that, it is entirely up to
you, as you can do what you want now
that you are editor and I am only a

contributor (beg, gravel, grovelll.
Well, that‘s enough waffle for now, I
look forward to hearing from you soon.

Mark Johnson
Corringhal

((h’ell said indeed dark. I don’t thin/r
I could have said it better. Paul was,
without a doubt, one of the best
editors uncor ever had. Mind you, he
is also one of the sore forgetful, he
still hasn't returned ny left hand
iron the tine he snapped it off when I
was handing his any offer to do I'air
Consent. Iley, Paul, can I have by hand
back now, it quite hard trying to type
with one one hand left.
I ’m glad you lilre the new cover,

It ’s sort of a nil between the old
style of cover {pre issue 40) and the

new styles (after issue 50). is for
the bores around the headers, I ’1
guite please that soleone has seen ti t
to tell he that they don't like one of
the changes I ’ve bade. It proves there
is still life out there. Saying that,
I do like the bores syself so they’re
staying, Ill -l’hilip))

lELL STRIKE IE 00“
Dear Philip, I was looking through a

few old VACCI‘s the other day, re-
reading a few articles and letters etc
(totally forgetting what it was that I
was looking for), and happened to read
about one member's experiences with
power surges and lightning strikes. he
suggested using one of those nains
surge protector plugs to safeguard
your computer from damage due to
surges on the mains power lines.
These are certainly very useful

devices, but it is a good idea to
replace them every few years, as they
usually have a component called a

Varistor inside, and it gradually
deteriorates in use. What happens is
that when a transient (a voltage
"spike"} appears on the mains, the
Varistor absorbs the energy in the
spike thus preventing it from reaching
your computer. The problem is that
each time it operates, it "uses-up"
some of the capacity of the varistor.
It say be completely “used-up" after
only one very large transient (perhaps
from industrial machinery starting up,
lightning strikes, etc) although it's
me likely to gradually deteriorate
from the snaller transients (of a few
hundred or thousand volts) that are
frequently present on the mains
supply.
Talking (or should that be writing?)

of lightning, anyone who lives under
overhead power lines should get some

protection from having their house
struck. The reason being that the
earth conductor (that‘s the one at the

top of the pylon) will offer a90
degree are of protection below it. In
other words, if you draw a line from
the earth conductor down to the
ground, then anything within 45

degrees either side of that line
shouldn‘t get struck by lightning. The

lightning should instead be attracted
to the earth conductor. That's the
theory anyway!

..... llye for now......
Rartin Bela

Derby

«a striking observation, Ilartin.
llaost every hit of electrical
eguiplent here in the wnccr Dungeon
has been protected in sole earner or
another. I didn’t know about the:
wearing out though. I wonder if there
light not be a method of testing their
protective capacity after they’ve
absorbed a surge? Just a thought.
I like the [.17. Port designs that

you’ve sent in. I hope the nelbership
litres than as well, because the series
starts on pages 24 t 25 oi this very
issue -Philip))

DID HGGER REALLY IISS TIMI?
Dear Philip, In issue 90, Paul
lollinshead asked about expansion port
splitters. I was surprised that no-one
suggested Consoft as they are selling
the: for £12.50 for the CPC version
and £15.00 for the Plus version.
In issue 100 - what an achievement

getting to 100 is - Paul Catherall
suggested compiling a list of CPC

services and contacts. Hell, IllBl,
Independent Eight Bit Association, has

already compiled a list. The list is
for all 0-bits but should be what Paul
is looking for. The Secretary is none
other than Mr Hit himself, Brian
Watson, and can be reached at :

Harrowden, 30 High street, Sutton,
lily, Cambs. 006 21th, Tel-01353 777006.
The membership fee is £5.00, but this
is a one off payment.
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In issue 101, James Roskisson asked
about high Density 3.5 inch discs. I
had a similar problem, but in my case
I used Parades to format both sides to
Data and they worked. Not a very
effective way of using high capacity
discs I'm sure, I must thank you for
the answer you gave him regarding the
extra hole in high Density discs, as
when I covered this up I was able to
format them to a high capacity.

I hope these titbits were helpful to
someone. I have also enclosed a cheque
for £24.00 for another glorious year
of IIIICCI.

Yours sincerely
Tyroo Davies

'trimsaran

«Iii there I’yron. ho Comsoft do an
erpansion port splitter? I have to be
honest here and say that I 've never
heard of Peter Campbell doing one of
those as yet. I'hen again, that doesn't
mean very much because I 've always
made up my own little widgets like
that - except for the one that I used
to adapt the port on my Schneider.
I'be LEM. is a very worthy

organisation as far as I 'm concerned
and should be given all credit it is
due, however, it is for All I hit
computers, whereas our Directory will
be CPC specific. In fact, it should be
in this issue somewhere {I hope).
I'm glad that little tip about the

second hole in [1.0. Discs came in
useful. I usually use data format for
all my discs, regardless of physical
size. by opinion, for what i t's worth,
is that high capacity formats are only
of use if you have an actual need to
use them, rather than purely as a
method of cramming mocha-plenty data
on a disc.
hope you enjoy another glorious year

of mar -Phr'lip))

BIL: BAII IIIE LOT

Dear Philip, it didn't take me long to
get back onto the pages of It did it?
First of all congratulations are in

order for your first ever IihCCI as ed,
I think you have already stamped
yourself all over it.

how to the point of the letter.
Whilst I enjoyed seeing Richard
Fairhurst back in the pages of HhCCI,
I can't say I agree with much he said.
II‘tL's output half that of RRCCI‘s,
utterly wrong - they are lucky latch

one tenth of RRCCI' content. More

tightly edited of the two - rubbish.
Judging from some of the dreadful
material published in I'll, I‘d say
they have no editor. HRCCI slip behind
BIL - who does he think he is?
It's because we hold the number one

spot that makes Richard take pop shots
at us thinly disguised as constructive
criticism. Frankly you won't find many
WhCL‘I readers reading R’I'L 4 as most of
us are fed up of the childish content
of the disczine. here is my rating of
their poor effort:

Articles: 10%

Presentation: 5%

PI’D rating: 0%

Ito, I don't think ‘llichard and the
bunny men‘ has any relevance to the
CPC scene today.

011 by the way, as Richard is no

longer a VACCI member, how come he

gets to read HACCI? «Dunno -Philip))
Row to the real world. I really

enjoyed the Milky (Ines interview. I
too remember R1 Cooper with affection
and how those bog rolls didn't clog up
his print head I'll never know.

Seeya all,
Paul Dwerryhouse

Deepest Ilintshire

«Ah, hr hr-h’ditor Sir, how art thou
today. I ’m glad you liked my first
issue, but I can't recall leaving
muddy footprints all over the master
copy I sent down (you must have been
very busy with the tip—er.
I also enjoyed the Iii/re Iyons

interview (I got to read it before
anyone else did}. I never had any
contact with I] Cooper, ercept through
the pages of bikes Fair Consent. they
don't make characters like him any
more, do they?
the MI Invasion? I don’t think I

need to make any comments about it
since I made a couple of dry
nutterings in the article itself. I do
enjoy the MI disczine myself {as a

dose of humour), but I seriously
believe that it doesn’t even come

close to matching the style and
professionalism that IIICCI displays.
The whole point about publishing the
article, however, was to get some

responses from members. unfortunately,
as I type this, no one else seems to
have taken up the challenge -Phi1ip))

PROIILEIS 'AT' PRINTING

Dear Philip. Congratulations on taking
over the editorship. Hope it's not too
much of a bed of nails. Ditto for the
new front cover. It's back to the
future with an all CFC production.
Good Show.

how for a couple of silly questions.
When trying to set out an invoice and
using the symbol G, I find that if I

also use the h sign, the 9 turns into
the french a (grave accent). I am

using Protest and IDS 8 bit port which
I need for like Lyons' boxes. Is there
a glitch in Protext or is it the IDS 8

bit port and how can I get over it?
Secondly, back to Parados. (Rot

again, I hear you cry). I know it
won't work in slot 7 ((I think you
might be meaning that it will work it
slot 7-Philip» but can I use slot I
for any other ROM or must it stay
empty? And would Parades work in slot
7 it I switched it over to the second
bank so that I became 14? I tried
ProSpell in slot 7 and it didn't like
it.

Best wishes
Ron Hobday

Redford

«You're right there, hon, dam will
soon he a fully CFC production once
more (except for adverts for a while
longer yet). From the feedback I ’ve
been getting, it would seem to be a
popular decision. As for the [WC]
editorship being a bed a of nails; no
worries, I just wear armour plating
most of the time.
an a machine with a disc-drive

fitted, non slot 7 must be used for
the AIISMS or rnnauos roms only. other
rons will works there, but it’s not
advisable to do so.
an a 464 without a disc drive,

there 's no reason why a different R0)!
shouldn’t be in slot seven, but I can
imagine that easy tape only machines
with a ran her added to the back. I
ususpect I '1] now get at least one
letter informing me otherwise.
As for moving the disc now to a

different slot? that's a very good
question. Put Plhhbhs above 5'th 7 and
it probably won't work if the ARISDOS

ram is in place, because it can ’t
intercept any of the 015C conmands. As

for moving the disc ron higher than
slot 7, well, it might work, but I'm
loath to try it.
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011 the whole, I think It's best to
leave SIM 7 of Me Realtor free for
Me‘ 17156 Ian and use the other slots
instead, rerenberiny ta avoid SM! 0

AMSTRAD 464/6128

Amstrad GT65 Green Scrwn Mmitors
Amstrad 464 Tape Head AlignmentKi .

as well -PlJJ'1Ip))

SBIT

Yes, ifyou‘ve got

8311‘ is foryou
File-swapping,E—majl, DTP,BestBuys,Sources of

THE Amstrad LPl Light Pen for the 464 and Cassette Software
464 Cassette Mechanismswith Tape Head and Motor....MAGAZINE Amstrad 464 "Teach YourselfBasic" TutorialGuidewith 2 CassettesFORALL Part I.

SBIT :3“ :dmou tC Mms a s over. onCOMPUTER Amstrad 464 Dust Covcr’Colour”USERS Amstrad 6|le Dust Cover- Colour...

CPOoraa SAM, Amstrad 3" Ex. SoftwareDisks -Packof 10

064 POW Three Inch Head Cleaning kits .....................a 01' a ’ Three inch reconditioneddisc drives (30 days warranty).aSpectrum,orwhatever... AMSTRAD 464+l6128+lGX4000if 11: is an 8-bit atheart, Amstrnd464+/6 I 28+ manual......................

Amsu’ad Tape Head Demagnetizer
Amstrad 464/6I28 Joystick1Y2 ,,,,,,
Amstrad 464New CircuitBoards Complete.Part No.Z.70375.,
Amstrad 464 Phaler Gun With 5 Games on Cassette.
Amstrad 6128 Phaler Gun with 5 Games on 3' Disk.
ActionCheatMode Book (Cover Issues 17-50) ......
Amslrad Printer Leads 464/6128 (34 wayedge cotmedor to
oentronicsplug).................................................................

Amstrad 6 l 28 Dusl Cover-Mono
Amstrad Action MagazineBinders (Holds l2 copiesAA.)
Amstrad-The AdvancedOCP Art Studio—6l28....

Amstrad 6128+l464+ KeyboardMembranes
Amstrad PaddleControllers (Fits all 8 Bil Computersexcluding
Spcclrums)........................................................................................
Amstmd MMIZ Stereo MonoMonitors(464+l6l28+)...
Amstmd 464+ Computerwith StereoMonoMonitor..
Amstrad 464+/6228+ Printer leads ...............
Amslrad 3“ Ex. Software Disks,.,.(Packof IO)Software and . . , .

H w ,
Amstrad LocoBastc/BununRubber Cartridge.................................£15.00

Reliagfr’ Club AMSTRAD GAMES CARTS' FOR THE 6|28+/464+/GX4000
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MIEII'T IE HAVING A GOOD SPELL

Dear Philip, when I sent a couple of
discs to Iarcus lluegg for a copy of
his extended Prospell dictionary I
also sent a copy of my Prospell disc
to which has been added the
dictionaries of Crossword Compiler and
he has suggested you may he interested
in this for the thCI library.
Enclosed is a 3.5" disc with the

Prospell dictionary which includes the
Crossword Compiler dictionaries on
side A, on side I is IHDJJIC,
PDPHUSIC.DIC, T0lillS.DlC and NAMES.ch
which are the ones taken from the
Crossword Compiler progralme.
The IHDJJIC added about 200 words to

the original Prospell dictionary. I
have enclosed also a printout of the
other three so you can judge for
yourself if they are worth adding.
Myself, I think that TOWNS and llltlfllS

are worth adding but not a lot of use
for POPMUSIC.

Hope you find these of interest, no
need to return the disc.

Yours sincerely
Dom Porteous

Chester

«thanks boo. I 've added the words to
the Proh‘pell Dictionary (that was
until I started getting a dictionary
full error} and the coverage of new
words was guite surprising. I didn’t
realise just how many of the cannon
words ProSpell missed. I didn’t add
the POP MUSIC file though, didn 't seen
to have such of a use for it.
I ’ve sent a copy of the disc down to

Ilaster bowley for inclusion in the
library. once again, thanks -Philip))

BIL - NOT BETTER TIMI! IACCI IHOIJGH

Dear Philip, I thought that I'd set
ribbon to paper and make a few points
subsequent to Iy reading of issue 102.

Firstly, Richard I‘airhursts opinions
regarding matters CPC must be listened
to because he's proved himself a

better than competent programmer over
the years, with Powerpage and
Routeplamner to name but two of his
masterpieces. But I feel that some of
his comments regarding the
presentation of WACCI miss the point.
HACCI is, basically, a fanaine and

part of its charm is the fact that
it's largely produced on the machine

its Ielbership collectively ~ er -
warships. There may be alternatives,

the sophisticated D'IP facilities Iade
available by PC software, for
instance, but the words, the
sentences, the meat of the
publication, would be just the sane,
so why "junk" the CPC's role in
production? And why brag so obviously
about Powerpage (we know it‘s good)
when Hicrodesign Plus does a perfectly
acceptable job and manages to print
out in If infinitely better?
Secondly, regarding the future of

deleted commercial software, night it
be not worth approaching the
production houses individually? I'll
do it if someone can provide the
addresses and give me the authority to
speak for HACCI. I can't help thinking
that they would actually benefit from
handing the whole lot over to non-
profit-making public domain libraries
because the whole issue of CPC

software piracy (which still exists
while they retain copyright) would

cease to trouble then and they could
concentrate on problems involving
currently marketed software for other
computers. And if any of then should
give permission, there may be some

deleted titles on their books where
copyright doesn't actually belong to
the publishing house but is retained
by the author, and we should be warned
before taking on a list en-Iasse.
Thirdly, the possibility of Protext

upgrades: this could well become a

Fair Comment debate of the highest
order. Personally, I'd like to see a

patch which enabled the second 64k of
128): machines used for text files, an
examination of the possibility of
using ROM (llrunword-sized) for
Prospell dictionary files if that
would speed things up and maybe the
inclusion of all alphanumeric symbols
so that the thing will tell me when

I've accidentally slipped a number
into a word, like I do. And the
padding—out of lines using spaces when

it right-justifies - what about adding
spaces from the right of one line then
the left of the next, and so on, to
avoid the occasional appearance of
"bulging" down the middle of the page?
I do appreciate, though, that there is
no possibility of any reasonable
profit being Iade by the authors of
the programme fr0I any work they do

and would understand if they thought I
was talking out of the top of my head
making suggestions like the above. But

I am convinced that ly CPC+ Protext is
as good a word-processing set-up as
anyone uses anywhere because it's not
so complicated I have to refer to the
handbook or help screens and it does
its job. I've learned it and that's
always a good thing to be able to say.
I write reams on it, hundreds of
thousands of words over the years and

it's great.
Finally, what's happened to the

membership total in the box next to
the no-doubt accurate portrait of our
editor on page 3? Over the past year
or so it's been a comfort knowing that
our number has remained reasonably
stable, and should it show signs of
dropping there are those amongst us
who might put that little bit more
effort into making other CPCers aware
that HhCCI exists.
Congratulations on your first issue

as Editor. And well done. A huge
number of marks out of ten.

Yours sincerely
Peter Rogerson

Mansfield Hoodhouse

PS. Back to Protext. I‘ve just had to
save this text on a spare disc before
saving it to the one I've sent to you
because I always use grotty old discs
when I mail a letter and the only
grotty disc I had left needed
fornatting. So how about being able to
format a disc from within Protert?

((h’hat ’0' Peter {I don't think we've
had that opener in l'air Connect
before). If you've read ny answer to
Pauls letter than you know ny reasons
for publishing the fill review of
I’lt't'l. As a point of fact, I also
think that kichard nissed the point a

little, but not by much.

I ’n actually going the other way to
Richards suggestion. h'ht't'l, within a

couple nore months, should be totally
produced on a t'l’t'. One of the tasks of
a user group is to promote the nachine
their using and I see h’hdt'l as a very
good advertisenent for what can he
done of a hunhle CPt'.

I hope Fair Connent does get a huge
number of letters about Prol'eat
upgrades, the more the merrier as far
as l 'n concerned. being as we are now
the largest throat {or general t'l’t'

chat, I imagine that wncco and the
Protext progranners nay well he
looking towards us for ideas.
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Fornatting within Protest? I do it
all the tine, but then I do have
tltopia fitted in the lumber as well
and Protect happily uses any other non
commands that night be available to
the user.
The nenbership figures? Iiell, it

didn't ta/re long for you to notice,
did it.7 Let me thinh of a good reason
why they were dropped. drm. nh yes. tle
had to add John Bowleys name to the
header, plus mine {whilst retaining
Pauls further down] which meant we had
to find two more lines. The Membership
Figure was the line which had to he
sacrificed (and that 's not had off the
top of my head) -Philip))

no DISC-ASTERS. JUST A DISC-COVERY

Dear Philip, I have recently
experienced a problem regarding my

hmstrad CPC 464+, and I hope that you
will be able to help solve the problem
for me.
I received my hmstrad as a gift in

1990. I then decided to purchase a

3.5" disc drive from Siren Software
with a hultiface. I had no problems
with the computer at this stage.

However, recently I have received a

3" disc drive. I am having
difficulties with then both because
the computer will only accept the 3.5"
as Disc Drive A and the 3" as B. This
creates problems because it means I
can‘t run games off the 3". I have
tried swapping them around, but then
the computer refuses to accept the
3.5" drive. What should I do?
l have also thought of purchasing

The Desktop Environment System for my

computer butI am wondering if this
will add to my problems.
Please could you help me?

Yours sincerely
Paul Ruegg

Carriekfergus

((I like letter like this, Paul, since
it makes me appear to know an awful
lot of stuff. It seens to me that what

you need is an ulna switch. It ’s a
simple little modification to the t'Pt'
which fliclrs the A and b drives around
{on the circuit board}, so that the
computer is fooled into thinking that
the erternal drive is 'A' and the
internal is 'b’. Iiow do you make an
menu switch for a 464+? [low that's a
question and a half, since I imagine
that you ’re using a dbl interface to

get it war/ring? Ilrn, dunno, but I bet
someone in I/nt't'i does know, in which

case I hope they '11 contact ne before
next issue.

DES is deeply wonderful if you 're
not utterly proficient at using the
t'Pt'. It shouldn't add any extra
problems to you and it'll probably
save you quite a few -Philip))

PASSING THOUGHTS

Dear Philip, being a recent Subscriber
and now writer for HACCI (Art/DIP
Packages), I can, in all honesty, only
find one fault with WACCI, this stupid
and none achieving argument over which
is best, DRDNWORD MRI or MKII ROMS as
opposed to PROTEIN.
What‘s it accomplishing? Nothing at

all in my opinion. I personally use
Protest (ROM), I have a friend who

used both pretext and 'l‘asword, but now

uses Drunword. So? Okay, with Drunword

you can achieve a high quality
printout with some very good fonts.
Protext can use the same argument with
the aid of Pronerge, PRO-EXP etc. So

Brunword might be less of a struggle
when it comes to loading discs that
hold fonts as opposed to the case of
Protert? In the end we all achieve
what we want.. Right? ((Ile do, but the
arguments still fun -Philip))

Now don't get me wrong here I'm not
slagging oft either Drunword or it's
users. I, nor anyone else who hasn‘t
got or used Drunword can, in all
honesty, up—cast a utility they only
know about from write-ups. What I‘m

objecting to when it comes the the
”Brunword V's Protext" thing in "MCI
is the sad thought that all these
letters eating up valuable space that
could/should be used for more pressing
CPC problems, surelyl.
Lets stop arguing over what's the

best and get on with helping other
user's out there who might be

struggling with more important
issue's.
I was reading somewhere a rather

interesting review on Parados, where
and whenl forget. Anyway, it would

appear that, because of the way the
program on the ROM runs, various CPC

types may or may not pick up on a

bug in the R0! itself. I believe it
was assumed that most people who used
PARnDDS wouldn't come across the
problem so it was never or simply
couldn't be in the end rectified.

Personally I use HAIIDOS and Hints
so I don't get DDS‘ed up about it
either way.
Is anyone (you never know?) out

there is having problems with Advanced
Art Studio? Then rest assured help is
on the way. how? Simple yours truly,
the GHDDL himself, will be giving a
demo on Advanced Art Studio at the
HACCI convention (Hhat'd ya think of
the demo-example screens Philip?)
((h'rcellent your o‘houlship ~Philip)).

Yours
Jonty Jones

Darkside Software
HP NORF'

P.S. I've sent "I‘IGGER" on in advance
to you Philip. I wanted to present him

in person at the convention but I have
too nucb to carry as it is. Give him a

good home as he's sat on my monitor
for two years now and he's let no harm
come to it yet.

«than/is Jonty, especially for the
ligger. he's now defending the honour
of the H50]! Still/5 bid which I use to
print out the [taster t'opy of Illt't'l on.
l/nsurprisingly, it had not come to any
harm since he took up his new position
at the Ihlt't'l dungeon.
1 ’ve been enjoying the Protest and

brunword debate that's been carrying
on but, at the sane time, it hasn't
effected any other letters in fair
Consent. I nahe room for every letter
than cones in —Phiiip»

Daddy working on “all by licola
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BASIC INQTINCT
By "Tigger"

I am often asked, by those friends I have Introduced to computing, just where to
start with computer proyramming. [low in most manuals, they start with the Pililll'
command and then Mil/HIT loops. I don’t hold, totally, with that idea since you
don't yet a little bit of magic appearing on the screen in a very short period of
time. The best way to learn is by doing something that has instant impact and a
least some appeal. How about creating a picture without an Art-Pad...

LETS START AT THE VERY BEGINNING
A very good place to start (with many

apologies to Sound of Music fans).
Keep things silple. Then the computer
switches on it‘s in MODE 1 so lets
leave it there. Type in this little
program and then lets examine the
screen itself.

10 MODE 1

20 BORDER 26:1“ 0,02?“ 0

3O GOTO 30

So it doesn't do very much. It's not
meant to. What we're doing here is
examining the screen, which should be

totally blank (and dark), with a
border than should be light. Ignore
the border, we're not interested in
that for the moment. we are interested
in the dark box in the middle. Look at
this diagram just down here.

0,398 (b) (0) 638,398

320,200 (a)

0,0 (a) figure 1 (d) 638.0

This is supposed to represent the dark
box in the middle of your screen and
those nulbers do mean something. The

screen has 640 dots across and 400
(lots upwards, starting in the botton
left hand corner, point (a).

INEN TO" READ YOU BEGIN IITN ABC

Lets look at the five points as shown
by the letters a-e. Lesson uuxber one;
computers usually start counting from
zero given half the chance, whereas
you here humans seem to forget that
zero is a number. The bottom corner is
0,0 (that's point (a) by the way). The

other bottom corner is 540 dots away
(point (d)). Start counting at 0 and
add 640 and you get 638 (which does
make sense if you think about it).

The top corner (point (b)), is 400

dots away upwards and, using the same
calculation, we get 398. If you use
position (400,400), we do get a dot,
but we can't see it because it's off
the top of the screen (useful for some

purposes by very confusing). The dead
centre of the screen (position (e)),
is 320 dots across and 200 dots
upwards.

THIS AIN'T IIALF DOTTY

And it‘s about to get even more
strange. Look at this little bit down

here and then carry on with the
paragraph that come directly after it.
I promise, this will make sense in a

little while.

0123456789
8/9

6/7

4/5

2/3

0l1

So what does this little box nean.
Well, it's supposed to be 25 pixels in
the bottom left hand corner of the
screen. The box marked with the (i) is
point (a). how noticed the numbering.
Each box has two nulbers, not just
one. That‘s because of the way the
MODE system works. In MODE 0, the
letters are very big, in MODE 1 there
Iedium sized and in MODE 2 they're
small (but they're always the sale
height). This is because the pixels in
the different modes are different
sizes. In MODE 1 they‘re square,
whereas in MODE 0 they're twice as
wide (in mode 2 they're half as wide),

The up-down numbers (lets call then
the 'T' axis since everyone else
does), always remains the same. So, in
MODE 1, where we are now, were have
200 dots from bottom to top, with each
dot having two numbers, an even number
and an odd number (we'll take '0' as
being even). 50, Oil are the same
dot, as are 178 and 179. In MODE 1 it
goes the same for the left to right
dots (the 'X' axis). So, although
there are only 320 dots across (at the
moment), there are 640 positions,
since each dot occupies two positions
on the screen. To give you a better
idea, look at this little diagram.

1234
MODE TNO

MODE ONE

H008 llllll
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BOTTOI OF PAGE 10 (ISSUE 103)
I just had to to that heading to show

how clever I an. I know where this
page is going (it's page 11) and I
know which issue (103). But enough of
this odd drivel, back to the screen
OIICE IOIE.
Lot at the diagral down there at the

button of the last page. Each of the
boxes is a pixel in a different node.
A picture, they say, is worth a

thousand words, well here's a picture
with a thousand words to go with it.
Each node has different sized pixels,
which is why each pixel can had more
than one nunber to go with it, except
in MODE 2 with each pixel has it's own
‘X‘ axis nunber.
Right, enough of the explanation

about how the screen works, lets get
on with doing sonething a little more
interesting instead, like actually
prograuning the conputer you should be

siting behind.

THE PLOT THIGKEHS

When we give the computer a coordinate
for the screen we have to supply two

nunbers, first the 'I' and then the
'Y'. It's easy to get these mixed up,
even experienced progranuers do that,
so get used to it. You'll know pretty
quickly if you've got it wrong because
it won't look right on the screen.

He shall start with two connands,
PLOT and nuuw, both of which put
something on the screen in a very
specific nanuer.

PLOT x,y: Places a dot at the position
selected by x,y

DRAW x,y: Draws a line fron where the
graphics cursor is to the
position selected by x,y.

lHAI'S THE GRAPHICS CURSOR PHILIP?
The graphics cursor in an invisible
dot on the screen. At switch on it‘s
at position 0,0: Yhenever we use one
of the graphics coulands it nowes it
position to where the last x,y co-ord
was and stays there. It'll becowe a

little clearer as we go on.

DRAI OUT THE PLOT A LITTLE

Did I tell you to reset the conputer?
I nust have done. Hell, if I didn't,
do it, right now. Done that. light,
type in this little progran. It's up
there at the start of the next coluun.

10 MODE 1

20 PLOT 0,0
30 PLOT 0,390
40 PLOT 030,390
50 PLOT 030,0
60 PLOT 320,200
70 GOTO 70

If you can't see anything then you
either need to put your glasses on or
you need to go to see an optician.
There should be five little dots on
the screen. 00 they look faliliar?
They should do. Look back at the first
page and glance at Figure 1.
Look at the progran again (on this

page, don't LIST the progran) and work
out what each line is doing. I‘n not
going to insult your intelligence by

going through each line.

I DRAI THE LINE AT THIS

Right, reset the couputer once more
and type in the next little program.
It's quite sinilar to the last one and
then run it. See what happens.

10 noon 1

20 unnw 0,0
30 uuuw 0,398
40 nunw 630,390
so uuaw 630,0
so euro 70

We've just drawn a box right around
the screen and left it there so that
we can now see what had happened.

BACK TO THE GRAPHICS CURSOR

that was going on in the conputers
uiud whilst it was running. Hore
inportantly to us, at the uonent, what
was the so called graphic cursor doing
whilst all this was going on. Lets
look at progral one to start with.

PLOT 0,0 : Move the Graphic Cursor to
position 0,0 and place a dot there. Go

on to the next conIand

Quite sinle really, isn't it. The

sane goes for all the other PLOT

coonands. The DRAW connand now.

thli 0,0 : Draw a line from where the
Graphic Cursor is now, to position 0,0
and then place the Graphic Cursor at
position 0,0.

As I waking sense so far? I do hope
so. low, where do we go fro- here.
llell, that really up to you, not we.
You know how the screen is wade up in
soon 1, using 320 dots across and 200
dots upwards (that's 64000 dots before
you ask). You know how the graphic
cursors follows you around the screen
and stays at the last x,y position you
either DllAll'ed or PLOT'ed to. The sky
has just license the lilit. all you
need now is a little ilaginatioo.

DOT I0 DOT PICTURES

Then you are using these two couands
you are, basically, just creating a

dot to dot picture without having any
dots on the screen. The dots are in
your uind. It does take a little
getting used to, as does a lot of
cowputer progralling, but at least
you're going to get results a bit
quicker and lot were interesting that
just using PHIHT connands,
You'll find that your pictures lay

well be distorted, to start with,
either too high or too wide, at least
until you've lastered the scaling of
the screen. It won't take long, I

pronise you. If you start practising
with then right now, you‘ll be able to
draw at least sonething recognisable
within a few hours (like a box-car, or
a tank, or a house). You won‘t be able
to do curves (just yet), but that
doesn't really natter. The whole point
of learning to progran in BASIC is
that it should be fun and the results
should cone fast and furious. The

little touches of a oaster prograner
cone with tile and, perhaps, a little
bit of lunacy.

THE PLOT DRAIS To A CLOSE

I've scraped the surface of the
graphics capacity of the CPC, nothing
uore. There are other graphic couoauds
that you light like to look up in your
Ianual. Oh, alright, since you ask,
here's one of then and little
explanation.

HOVL x,y : love the Graphic Cursor to
the x,y position. Do NOT place a dot
and do HOT draw a line.

You light like to look up PLOTR, 00th
and MOVED as well. That's it, page
finished. Happy drawing. Oh yes, and

please read PAGE 21 right now if you
not a lACGI next oooth.
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THE GUBBINQ
By Richard Narain

The non-plus Amstrad C‘PC's have 7~bit printer ports. This is something that
bothered me for some time but then I came up with a theory. Maybe Amstrad made
certain things on their computers non-standard so that we ’11 a1] rush out and buy
more Amstrad objects. You can’t call me a cynical 01d fool; I ’n only 22. (But

you ’11 be rig/It in thinking dustrad aren ’t my favourite people right now, )

so IIIAT DO PRINTERS D0?

Didyon know computers don'tever
send text to the printer? Our

wonderful gadgets only work with
numbers. For instance, when Protext is
printing that all-important letter
you've written what it actually does
is scan the document to get a value
for each character and send that to
the printer. The value is taken from
the ascii chart. Ascii is short for
American Standard Code for Information
Interchange, though it applies to all
Western computers (I have no idea how

Japanese or Chinese computers work).
It simply means every letter of the
alphabet in upper case and lower case,
all ten digits (0-9), every
punctuation mark and a few other bits
and bobs each have a unique number.
For instance 'A' is 65, 'B' is 65, 'C‘
is 67 and so on.
The 'official‘ ascii values go up to

127 which cover everything you
normally need. But suppose you want to
go higher. After all, printers have
some lovely graphic characters.
Somewhere near the back of your
printer manual is a chart showing all
the characters your printer can
achieve. About half of these are
numbered 128-255. If you want to
access these... tough!

IIIAT'S A BIT DEIIEEII FRIENDS
A ‘bit‘ is a Binary digIT. The

highest number you can send to the
printer with a 7-bit printer port is
the binary number 1111111 (seven
one‘s) which is 127 in decimal. If you
have an 8-bit port the highest number

is the magic 255. (Your Amstrad manual
will have a fuller explanation of
binary and decimal conversion.)

So one function of an 8—bit printer
port is to get at those extra
characters. The other thing printers
do (apart from running out of ink at
inopportune moments) is print
graphics. Virtually every application
on the CPC works with the 7-bit port
perfectly well. But it might help to
have the 8th bit in your own programs.
Then printing graphics, the picture
has to be converted into tiny strips 7

dots high. It would take another
article altogether to explain printing
graphics, but basically if you have an
8—bit port your tiny columns can be 8

dots high.
In the end, the only reason for

getting an 8-bit printer port is so
that everything in your printer manual
makes sense (Ha! You wish!). The 8th
bit makes talking to your printer
easier and more versatile in your own

programs. But for everyday use you
won't need one.

A SLIGHT GOLDIAIIK PROBLEM

hy8~bit printer port came from
Goldmark. It looks just like an
ordinary CPC printer cable but with
some extra, flat, unobtrusive gubbins
six inches along. The initialisation
program is about eight
machine code but without it the port
works just like an ordinary 7 bit
port. The only downside is that the
code clashes with RDMDDS TL and
RAMDOS. Effects vary between read fail
on a A drive AMSDDS disc and an
excruciating grinding noise from the
drive. If anyone has found a way
around this, I'd be grateful for any
help.

Richard Tarain

lines of .

AN EDITORIAL ADDIIIDII

I have heard of this problem before
and it's not unsolvable. The problem
lies with the fact that the Goldmark
Printer Port Patch Program resides in
a very odd place, which is hostile to
IOMDOS in what can be quite a terminal
manner, at least for the Disc Drive.
Hike Lyons, in WACCI #60 had a

letter in Fair Comment about this, has
created the following little program
which replaces the original patch
program. It's only required for ROMDOS

users, no one else. Fortunately, we

ParaDos users appear immune to this,
urn, 'undocumented feature'.

THE MIKE LYONS PRACTICAL PATCH

10 SYMBOL AFTER 256

20 MEMORY HIMEll-65

30 M:HIHEll-l
40 TOT D=M TD M+63:READ D3

50 PORT X,VAL("A"+D$):NBXT
60 H:INT[M/256):V=li-H*256
70 PORT EBDF2,V:PDKE AHDF3,H
BO POKE dED31,AC3:POTE hED32,V+A17
90 POKE ”Dill-l
100 POKE ABD28,&C3:PDKE iBDZC,V
110 POKE dBDleJl
120 DATA r3,c5,r5,01,32,oo,3n,r5.

on,69,17,17,3n,oc,1n,ra
130 DATA 0n,20,r3,r3,c1,n7,c9,r3,

c5,r5,r1,o1,01,ur,cn,7r
140 DATA 28,0n,a5,r5,rr,26,nn,an,

49,rn,79,25,2n,r9,r1,a1
150 DATA T6,7T,BD,79,T6,80,ED,79,

n6,7r,nn,79,c1,37,c9,ou

ourvonncrrow
Whyam I writing an Outroduction?

You see, there are five lines left
here andl don't know what else to
fill them with and make the page look
neat, so an Outroduction will fit
nicely. Told you so.
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GHOUL WRITERS
IN THE SKY

By Christine Raisin

I was asked to do this review by Ernie luddick. I had never heard of the
progranae, so it was a challange to me to write a review of it. I read the letter
b‘rnie had sent me, done on the Ghoul 's writer (all-bk) and I was most impressed.
I liked it, easy to read and pleasing to listen to the music.

INTRODUCTION

I first cataloged the disc, to find
the DOC files. They are very good once
one understands them. I must state
here that is not because of the way
that they are written, it was me not
being able to follow them. Reading is
very hard for me to take in and
understand.
Running “-GN-UI" gives you the

chance to print the manual to screen
or printer. This is six pages long and
a great help as one can refer to them
often. I, for one, sure do need this
extra assistance.

IIIE GHOSTIY DENO

I then ran the demo, which tells you
what can be done with the programme.
The screen and music was good and nest
informative.

Now! here's me thinking I'll have a

go. I load in "-GHTDIT" (this is where
the programme starts) and all I got
was MEMORY FULL Ill 10. The same went
for -GNLIIIK. 0h! Nhat was I doing
wrong? «I bet you have a hot/Mk
attached to back of your computer,
haven't you ~1’hilip» I tried the
"-GNEDIT" file again. This time I got
the Ghoul's writer with INTRO screen
up. No way could I get it to edit.
Time for a break and a rethink. «that
about the nany thousands of cups of
tea? Vital component to all reviewers,
massive amounts of tea —Philip))

ERNIE TO THE RESCUE

Iphomed Ernie, ready to give in.
After a chat, a few hints as to what
could be wrong. I tried again.
hurray! It's working.

After all that, I found it very
interesting and entertaining. Once the
text is written and edited for
mistakes it must be saved. I found

editing has a few problems, adding in
extra bits on a line looses the end

parts, so it then needs re-writimg,
the cause being no word wrap. Then you
convert the file ready for the next
part. The programme editor cannot read
it once this is done so keep a copy of
the unconverted form as well as saving
the converted file.
he now come to the interesting part

of putting the text together. Run "-
GWLITK" and load in the converted
file for text, put in a file for each
of the groups: Font, Logo, Nusic, lst
TX and 2nd rx. There is a very good
selection of each of these files on
the disc, which made things easy for
me. Art and music programmes Ihave
not nastered as yet.
This programme was a first for me

and I am very pleased with the
results. This review will be done on
the programme and sent to Ernie. I am

sure he will comment on that «I
enjoyed reading the pages of this
review sent to me by Christine, just
one point to mention about the
programme. There is no facility to
print out the pages from dhoul's
writer that I know of. Maybe someone
knows better. Christine did send me a
printout of the test and she did
mention the Ilultiface II in
conversation? -t‘rnie)) «Christine, if
you have found an effective way of
stripping the text out of Ghouls
writer l’ile, let us all know about it
will you -Philip))

JUDGEIENI DAY

On the whole I found the programme
interesting and entertaining. It gave
me a few hours of work to get it going
and, I have to say, it's not 110)!

friendly, which one could get over if
they had a switch to turn then off. I
don‘t so had to take them off
(manually). I don't like to do that to
often. Once I had mastered all this,
the main fault seems to be the lack of
a word wrap in the text editor.
I an sure Iany could find it useful

as well as lots of fun. There is lots
of scope here for the Artist, musician
and Animator, being able to put your
own fonts, logos, music and
animation files on. It could even
be used for making a demo.
I rate it about 75% to 80% making it

well worth the shareware price.

Thanks to the programmer Ton et Jerry
of SPA we can keep it CPC.

Christine Raisin

«This is Christine '5 first ever
review for tr'ht't'l and as she informed
me that the review was finished
between 12.30 and 1am in the morning,
I can only imagine that she enjoyed
the experience, hopefully, other first
time writers for kht't'l will be

encouraged by this. If any member

would like a programme guide (more of
a quick key press reminder) then get
in touch with me with a SSAE and I
will send them one —b‘rnie»

((i’ve used than) ’5 Writer on several
occasions, using it for disc based
letters to send off unusual messages
to a few friends and, just like
t'hristine, I quite like it, arcept for
the somewhat annoying lack of a decent
Word drap Feature in the Text Edi tor
part-Philip»
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PD EXTRA REVIEW
Part Two by
Dave Sfifson

this is 1y second article on the Pl) arm discs and we talre a tool: at Hours Super
IIedler and Ilaclr Pack this tine. l'irst let me explain that using [learn is not only
for those who have a vast experience of the CPC. You say have just acquired your
Arnold, Idiot or dig Idiot and these prograns will still be of use. Arnold,
incidently, was the nick-nan given to the CPC (64, whilst Idiot stands {or
'Insert disc Instead 0! Tape’; this nick-name was given to the 664 CM and, yes,
you’ve guessed rig/It, dig Idiot is the 5125, (larger RAII).

INTRO

So what does Bonzo Super Medler and
Task Pack do? Well, it's a group of
programs that will enable you to
transfera large percentage of tape
base games to disc. I hope that,
through this article, you will have a

better understanding of the Eonzo
suite of programs.

RULE OIIE

Always make a back up of your bonzo
discs first. There is one rule of
thumb for you to remember. If the tape
won't load, then it's no good
expecting Bound to make a satisfactory
transfer. Another simple rule is that
664 l 6128 cm must have the Remote
Control Lead connected from the Tape
Player to your CPC, otherwise the
Oil/OFF signals sent via the remote
will be missed and you will experience
difficulty writing to discs between
blocks and returning to read the Tape.
The simplest way to get started with

your transfers, that I‘ve found, is to
make use of the DATABASE file on the
BSA! side of the disc before
attempting any transfers. So how do we

get to the Database? Just Rllll"Illl0 and
the details given will tell you the
OPTIOIT to use to transfer the game to
disc. It should also give you any
special information that you may

require. I'm not sure if you can still
obtain a ‘primtomt‘ of the database
but it's a very handy thing to get
hold of and it saves you loading up
the Info program each tile that you
need to see what option to use.
I have found in the past that

there can be a variation in the option

stated, especially with Budget, Re—

Released or Compilation labels; so if
in doubt, run"|JKTECT and it will also
come up with a few options for you to
chose from.

GETTING TOUR OAK-UP

TUTT"BOTZO and you will get a 'nenu'
of options 1, 2 or 3. There are also a
few other useful facilities in the
menu. All these Tonto options when

run will produce a typical “Press
Play and Enter" prompt for the Tape.
at this point, the Mill disc can be
substituted for your proposed
destination disc. All the other
options are stand alone files on the
BSll disc and can be run directly.

Want to get started? Before
attempting your Tape to Disc

Transfers, there follows one or two

notes regarding the various options,
most of which require you to do

nothing except wait for the transfer
to be made automatically. Some require
you to make alterations to the files
to ensure they run from disc, so if
you feel that you not capable of
making the alterations, skip this next
piece and read up on Hack-Pack.

OPTION 1

You will find that a great deal of
software can be transferred using
Option.l, usually files created using
the standard operating system of the
CPC. However, as AHSDOS files work
under slightly different rules to
those for Tape and the fact that
Tape-Only machines have more free
memory than a disc based one, it is
possible that some time you will need

to lake alterations to files to ensure
they run correctly from disc. In most

cases, this simply means editing the
disc and adding a filename in a basic
loader. A Tape based file need not
have a name, but a disc file must have
one at all times.

To do this when the last file has
been transferred, you need to list the
first file (if it's in Basic) and
alter the instructions that load the
remaining files to match the disc file
names. Commonly, tape files use
LOAD"!", in which case you must edit
in the filename placed on the disc by
lionzo, resave the file and erase the
original basic loader.
Option.1 automatically transfers

tape to disc, file by file, until the
routine is cancelled by recalling the
menu. Unless you specifically input
"T" to the relocation (Y/T) pronpt,
binary files will be relocated if they
overwrite the AHSTOS workspace. The

new Entry Address is indicated along
with length etc. A call to the
original entry address will jump to
the new address (this is always 42701)
which effects the locating of the file
to the original address and then JUHPS

to it, thus running the file. If the
file is required to be located with a

return to basic control, then TOTE

4273mm: CALL 42701 places the code
at its intended location.
filenames are changed to suit the

AHSDOS requirements, where a suitable
filename does not exist. Bonzo names
them "AlTOllAlTE", "BTOTAHE" etc. and you
just rename these files to suit.

OPTIOII .2
Option .2 is a Headerless file

transfer program and has been

effectively superseded by DPTIOIT it,
which rarely needs any amendments to
the transfer. To run the files,
run"BAC|Tl or the renamed file of your
choice. Option.2 will run aprogram
using "true" headerless (CALLS TO
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lBCAl), and builds up files
accordingly. Any Basic part will be
skipped. Each file containing calls to
EBCAI will he naIed 'BACKl. llACKZ‘

etc...
The files read in by these will be

called Bl, Cl, Dl. etc, the Numeric

part indicating the BACK file iron
which it is called. You may have to
edit the BASIC LOADER to get the files
to run or create one to include: POKE

thC8,tC9:POKE ABCGMCT. This should
solve any problem.

OPTION .3.
This option will attempt to load and

run Turbo, Flash or Speedlock files.
If your transfer has been successful,
a 42 A file called FLASH will be on
the disc but any original loading
screen will be lost. You can of course
rename 'FLASH' to the iilename of your
choice.

You can also use the PlCBOllK file as
an alternative. This will save the
loading screen. The EONKET files are
well capable of handling extra long
speedlock files. In all cases, where
it works, running BOKKlIl or hIBOllKlll,
will produce 3 files on the disc,
OFLASH, il‘LASH and ZFLASH. Don‘t

forget to insert your destination
disc, if the transfer is to be a

separate disc.
PICBONK is the program to use to

copy those programs that need the
screen saved with it and will suitably

name the disc files for you. One

filename will have ‘SEVKN’ characters.
This is the one to use to run the gane
from disc.

OPTIONS .ZX.4.4X.5.5X.5Y.5.I.h.t9.
The rules are the sane for all these

options. Run the option file and

replace the destination disc prior to
pressing the play key on your data
recorder. All transferred files will
be named based upon the information
read from the tape and will carry a

numeric last character, except for
one, which is the file that will run
the game.

CUIEDISC

That use is it? Tell, you can get
the header information even from so
called ‘protected' files of both
Basic or Binary types and there is a

very good transfer to tape program
that is simplicity to operate.

HACK PACK

What is it? It's a program that you
transfer the gate to and TEST it out
before you copy it to a resident disc.
50 make a BACK-UP NOT!

There are two HACK PACK programs,
'llackl’ack & llPZ'. The rules for both
are the same. They are designed as a

very simple alternative to OPTION 1.
Just run either 'HACKPACK or “2' and
follow the prompts on the screen.
Initially, you are invited to accept

the defaults, MOTOR LOCK Oll etc. Type
"Y" to these prompts.
At first hack Pack looks to see if

the first file is Basic or not, so
don't be surprised if it asks you to
rewind the tape to have another look.
The process will now continue.
All you need to do to effect the

transfer is to press 'TAB" when the
gane has fully loaded. I find it's
best first to run the game through
with the counter at zero, see where
the counter stops when the game is
loaded, count back ten and when

attempting to transfer the tape to

disc, press and hold the TAB key at
that point until the transfer is
complete.
Run"TEST? 6128 owners can test

without the screen state. Tested Oh?

Now, just rename the "it" files to your
own choice, copy the renaned game to
another disc and erase the game from
the Hack Pack disc ready for the next
one.

OUTRO

More from the PD Extra Library next
month.

«Just as a total aside here, 501/20

and Edith, two hares which appear
freouentIy on the PD hrtra discs, were
a couple of cats owned by the original
prograoner of the software. Just
thought you might 1ihe to know that
little hit of trivia -Phi1ip»

Merline—SdeAD, Brynmmn Cottage, Brunswick Road,
Wurrhing,Weerussax, BN1] 3NQ. Tel/Fax 0190.? 206739

Merline-Serve
Merline-Serve is a non-profit making service mn by CPC enthusiasts,
for CPC enthusiasts. We supply software and hardware no longer
available from the commercial software houses and publishing
companies. We stock many books, magazines. fanzines, ROMS.
hardware, software (both games and utilities) on disc, tape and cartridge.
Our items are in good working order. or your money back. We will
consider swaps, part exchanges and purchases ourselves. If you can‘t get
hold ol'a CPC item, then try us because we have probably got what you
want, can get holdof it or know someonewho can.

era DISK (ex—sorrow house) 2:5.00 pew l0
cm crust-I Boxes l5p each

moon 3" IO'emsx 80)! 24.00
AMSTRAD MP3 £35.00
1000's ul‘ rapes from 99]:
M...“ msx tron. 29.99

as: muunmnlnos £4.99
a" Hold cl...» £3.99

BUSINESS.mucmouu s.was
usr AVAILABLE

v FREEmeme: 0er £10.00 v

CAPRI MARKETING LTD

COMPUTER CAVERN

9 DEAN STREET
HARLOW. BUCKS 91.7W

Tel: 01628 891l0I Tel/Fax: 89l022
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

We also run KingArthur’sDomain, a disc based PD library containing .

over 200 discs. For a catalogue, end a disc (3“ or 3.5") and an S.S.A.E. to
the address above. Malina-Serve is now offering a standard 10%
discount to all WACCImembers. To get our latest catalogue. simply send i

an AS S.S.A.E lo the address above, and we‘ll get one on it's way.
‘



A Guide to EPROMS on the CPC

With Ian Neill

I ’I back! [lot content with boring you wit/I technical mambo—jumbo for the past lot
of moths, I hr back with yet more. In this issue I “'11 describe how to put a
BASIC prograa, with lac/zine code, into an HBO”. Is I created this [PM], for
Bic! Bornsoy in London, I thought ”ma/re notes,
here it is.
IIIAT TO PUT II THE EPAOI

I had a disc with the following
programs on it:
a. C.BAS

A BASIC number base converter
b. DJ.BAS

BASIC part of directory editor.
c. BISCOBBBIA

BIAABT part of directory editor.
Using BTOPIA I got the following
intonation about the files:

Load Start Length
C.BAS H1170 will] lucid
B3.BAS 1.0170 L0170~L0d82
DISCODHIA 1.1000 £1000 L1400

IlILTI-LOADIIG PROBLEI

Program b (D3.BAS) wants to load
program c (DISCODBBIA) from disc!
Program]: (D3.BAS) contains a line
like this:

20 OPEIOUT "ll": MEMORY ”FF: CLOSEOUT:

LOAD"DISCODE.BIN",llUOO

This is a common trick to get AHSDOS

to load a file when BIHBH has been
lowered so far that all you get is the
”OUT OF MEMORY" error. Obviously this
will not do! We want all the programs
to be in the BPBOB, and anyway the
BPBOII loader will put then into the
right place in memory.

The line Inst be Iodified to this:

20 BBBOBI III?

This also has the effect of changing
the length of the program :

Load Start Length
BLESS [0110 £0110 lfldbl

there’s an article In this”. So

This is a problem you will never
encounter if you are putting stand
alone programs into BPROMS. However it
must be "fixed" in any BASIC or
machine code programs that have to go
into the BPAOH.

Watch out for BASIC loaders that
load in a binary file that contains
ASB's. The ASI‘s must still be
"logged-on" by calling the machine
code. In a case like that, only the
bit of progral that loads the RSI‘s
from disc should be removed.

The Hilton loader copies all the
programs in a multi-progran program to
AAA, but only ABAs the main program.

how to RUN a BASIC program fron
machine code? This is a fairly
fundamental requirement, and isn't
nearly as simple as AUBning a machine
code program. Essentially what we have
to do is copy the program to RAM, set
up some of BASICs variables, and then
convince BASIC that "RUB" was typed.
This is how to do it:

;I did not write all of this code - I
;pmt it together from other programs
;I found most of the details and

;explanations in the Print-Out
;Firmware Guide

1d hl,basstart ;BASIC program start
;address in the BPAOH

id de,i0170 ;ALL BASIC start here
ld bc,l>aslength ;Length BASIC program
ldir ;Copy from BPROH to RAH

;BB will contain the address of the
;ist location after the end of the
;BASIC progran
1d (Iaehé),de
ld (LaeSB),de

;Addr end BASIC prog *

;Addr start variables
;and DB? Eli's area r

1d (Lae6a),de ;Addr of start of
;arrays area t

id (taeficinle ;Addr strt free space *

ld h1,basrunner ;Routine to BBB BASIC

;program must be copied to AAA

1d de,l(]060 ;Safe place to put code
ldir ;Copy it to RAM

;Any machine code files needed by the
BASIC would be copied to RAM here
jp L0060 ;jump to BASIC prog RUllner

I

basrunner ld MUD ;Point to Ron 0

call Ih90f ;L‘nable the ROM at
;position 0 (BASIC)

;Put SGObU in register
;hL - why?

;Store too in the add:
;pointed to by BL

;- why?

;Bhere BASIC‘s RUB conmand

;is stored in the BASIC A014“

1d h1,&00b0

1d (h1),lr00

jg leaiB

* These addresses are for the 664 and
6128 - of course the 464 is different.
For the 464 use the following:

ld (Iae83l,de ;Addr end BASIC prog
ld (laeBS),de ;Addr start variables

;and BBF It‘s area
ld (AaeBI),de ;Addr start arrays area
ld (iaeBI),de ;Addr start free space

I have no idea what addresses to use
on the plus machines.

** This address is for the 6128 only.

For the 464 use the following:

jp Le9bd ;Where BASIC's RUN command

;is stored in the BASIC BOB

For the 664 use the following:

jp Beald ;Hhere BASIC's ALIA command

;is stored in the BASIC BOB

I have no idea what address the plus
machines use.
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The I‘basrunner" routine nust be copied
to RAN. This is because it enables
another ION and jumps to a location in
it. If the routine stayed in ROM it
would disable itself in Iid-flight!

INE NON mm.
Figure 8 is the RON loader for

programs a, b and c. This is sinilar
in appearance (except for the BASIC

RUIning bits) to the DOSCOPY RON

loader of the last article.
Towards the end you will see the

references ("LABELS") to where the
BASIC and machine code programs are
stored, and to the final length of the
EPROH image. Take a note of the
assembled values of these labels.

{This code was written using HAIAH, so
the "DUMP" com-and at the end will
cause all labels etc. to be

displayed.)

anAIING INE RON INAGE

Ne have quite a few things to be put
in the KPRON - the RDA loader code,
and the three programs.

So far the info we have gathered for
our programs is:

Load Start Length AOH add
CHAS norm 1.0170 “1ch lclSe
DMAS r0110 tom tddfil tcdbb
DISCODHIII 11.1000 r1000 l1400 ldblc

The overall EPRON length is h2flc

Using this info we can write a small
BASIC progran to build the image in
TAN and then save the whole lot to
disc. The final image on disc is the
one sent to an EPROH progralner and
blown into an Elliott. The following
listing is the BASIC TPRON builder
that I used:

10 ‘Ilornsby EPROH builder
20 NENONY Biff :'The ilage will be
built from addr “000
30 LOAD"hornsby.bin“,&4000 :‘The RON

loader code (what figure 8 assenbled
into)
40 :LDAD"c.bas",l415e:'Note,'ll.0AD" is
a [ITOPIA colmand
50 :LOA9“d3.bas",&4dbb
60 LOAD"discode.bim",l5b1c
70 SAVK"hornsby.rom“,b,l4000,t2f1c,

tcflilt
80 BAD

NOTES:

1. "lion" is a UTOPIA conland which
will load any file, even BASIC, to any
location.

2. The file addresses are ”000 less
than what they will be in the BARON.

This is because we are building the
ilage at S4000, which it 18000 less
than lc000 (where the BPRON will
eventually live).

THAT'S NEXT?

Nothing! Unless I get requests for
follow-up articles this is the last
one on “Ms. Good luck .....
This is not as bad as it may sound

because there just isn't a lot left to
talk about concerning EPAONs - unless

you start getting specific. I an
willing to put a few lore articles
together tackling specific EPRON

related projects — I already have a
Million project, anong others, brewing
(all on a very slow backburner). Let
ne know if you want to see things like
this in print.

FINALLY

If you have any problels do contact no

IA]! “ILL
11 NILLHAY DRIVE

BISHOPS TACHBRDOX

LEAHIIIGTOII SPA

WARWICKSHIRE

CV33 9ST

TEL: 01926 337708

null! for H.ll.llornsby
write "hornby.bin"

irtout egu Abb5a

org lC000,&4000
start defb l ;baclrgronnd Ron

defb 1,0,0 ;Rol version refs
defw nletab
jp init ;initialise Ros

jp convrt ;nuIber convert rout
jp convrt
jp diredt ;directory edit rout
jp diredt

nmetab defn “UTILS v1.0",“0”+&80
defn "C","V"+d80
defm "COHVER","T"+&80

defn "D","3"+l30
defm "DIllEDI","'l"tlilO
defb 0

init push de : push hl
ld h1,log|es
call strout
pop hl : pop de
sol
ret

convrt ld bl,cvbegn ;convt prog strt
ld de,cvdst ;BASIC start loc
ld bc,cvlgth ;convt prog len
ldir
ld (Aaehd),de : ld (laebfl),de
1d (daeda),de : 1d (taedc),de
jp basrun ;run BASIC prog

diredt ld hl,debegn ;dir prog strt
ld de,dedst

1d bc,delgth ;dir edit prog len
ldir
1d (lae66),de :

1d (taefia),de :

1d bl,binbeg
ld de,bindst

1d (tae681,de
ld (lae6c],de
;binary start
;binary dest

1d bc,binlen
ldir

basrun ld hl,ruuner
1d de,t0060 : ld bc,bfldod
ldir
jp iooso

runner ld c,t00
call Ab90f
1d bl,l00b0 : 1d (bl),l00
jp lealfl

strout 1d a,(hl) ; or a

rat a

call trtout
inc hl
jr strout

logmes defm " IlOAlllY UTILITIES vl"
defb 10a,l0d,l0a,0

hacker dell "COPYRIGHT LNEILL '95"
defm 'TOll LISTINGS CONTACT "

defm "IAll HILL, "

defl "11 NIILNAI DRIVE, "

defm "AISHOPS 'l‘ACllllllOOK, "

defm "LEANIIGTOI SPA. "

defl "CV33 SSE."
cvbegn egu 5

cvlgth egu IOCSD

cvdst egu h0170
debegn egu cvbegn+cvlgtb
delgth egu [.0061
dedst egu {0170
binbeg egu debegn+delgth
binlen eqn “400
bindst equ “000
finish egu 3

length egu finish-start
ronlen equ lengthrcvlgth+de1gth

+binlen

;binary length

dulp
end

Figure 8
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FACTS AND FIGURES
be

Paul Dwerrghouse

111' everyone, I ’m back in to pages of waccr with my Treasurer hat on to lay some
facts and figures on you all. [lather than bore you too much at a time. I ’ve
decided to do the facts first and the figures (pennies) at a later date.

"If GRAPH

I suppose you have all had a gander at
it by now and reckon you understand
what it is telling you. Well I'd like
to explain the data from my

perspective, after all I have been
collecting and analysing it for four
and a half years now.

THE BEGINNING

The time scale of the graph covers
issues 50 to 100. There are two

reasons for this, Clive Bellaby and
myself started HACCI again after the
issue 49 crash and 100 is a jolly good
landmark in the clubs history.
The first month, Jan 1992, shows

a membership level of some 175. This
is the end of month figure, ie the
number of copies of the February
magazine to be posted out. At the

begining of January 1992 the
membership level was a mere 12. And

that included Clive and myself.
The first 12 months saw some swings

in the membership and this reflected
the settling period of the newly born
club. Many former members took out a

six month subscription but then left.
The same happened with former members
who took out an initial 11

subscription. Those two groups account
for the first two major drops in the
membership level shown in the graph.
Membership then held extrelely

steady for the next two years. This
doesn't mean we didn‘t try to increase
the membership because we did. All
that happened was that new members

replaced members moving on to the
other computers, generally of the
plastic kind.

The next large increase came at the
beginning of 1995 and this was due to
the offer to hmstrad Action readers
for a 33% off trial subcription. Iiot
all stayed with the club but it
settled down to a very repeatable
level of around 350.

The last All was June 1995 and whilst
a small rise can be seen in club
membership, the closure of All did not
give the expected rise in club
membership that we felt it would.

AND FINALLY...
So I think you will all agree the
statistics are boring but also that
the club membership levels over the
last 50 issues or so have remained
amazingly steady. I hope and pray that
the story of the next 50 issue are as
easy to recount as these.

50 there we are, I‘ll put togther so
statistics for the financial side of
the club so you can all see where your
pennies go. Paul.
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THE
MARI<ET
STALL

SQ
Your are in the hands of:

Angie Hardwick
23 Station Place, Blmich,

Walsall, West Midlands W33 2P”
Telephone: 01922 449 730

T'Ae Convention gets nearer by tile
cent}: and I ’n still getting requests
for infornation about tickets. PLEASE
CONTACT PAW DESERT/[001's FOP your
TICKET. Ilov, lifts to the Convention.
I have tne offer of a lift iron the
Slough area so if you're interested
please contact Anthony Jordon on
01753-573695. I also need a lift from
the Ilanptun Court area in London for
Tin Bur/re A 5 Lucas. If you can help
please contact Tin on 0101-5494165.

S A l E S

FOR SALE:
6120 Plus Keyboard colplete with
Eurnin Rubber cart, system disc and
Manual. £40.00 plus pip
PLEASE CONTACT: Dave
Comnaught Ave, Motley,
TBA Tel: 01752-254404

Stitson 4,
Plylouth. PL4

FOR SALE:
Games on Tape as follows all at 50p
each plus pip.
Bollaround, Superstar Challenge, Mini
Office, Nightbreed, Bataan,
PLEASE CONTACT: Mark Johnson, 13,
Ashway, Corringham, Stamford-le-hope,
Essex. 5517 SEE TEL: 01375—677611

FOR SALE:
Disc Games £ 3.00 each plus pip
Driller, F16 Combat, Football Manager
2 and ext‘n disc, Hnightmare, Trivial
Pursuit Genus, Starwars, Indiana
Jones, Prince of Persia.
Tape Gales 40p ea plus pip
Big 29, Darkforce, Daley Thonpson
Supertest, Knightlare, Solar Coaster,
Skateboard, Bonbjack 2, Pyscho Hopper,
Beach Buggy, Pro-golf, Space ACE,
Aane, 500cc Grand Prix, Hobyashi-naru,
Operation Molt, Trap-door, Paperboy,
Spitfire 40, Donna Super Meddler.
Boxed Ganes t‘ 1.00ea plus pr
Lemlings, Middle Earth, Hretle Mania,
The Dalbusters, Trivial Pursuit Genus,
30 Construction Kit, Compilation which

includes Decathalon, Sabrewolf,
Beachhead, Jetset Hilly.

Superealc 2 Disc original in box and
folder with all instructions for CPC

and CPA T 5.00 plus ptp.

Hardware for spares or repair,
includes 6128 keyboards, 6128 circuit
boards (working) disc drives and lore,
all cheap to clear, please phone for
details.

CPC 6120 Manual £ 4.00
DMP 2000 Printer with Manual £25.00
PLEASE CONTACT: Tony Taylor, 77 Anton
Nay, Aylesbury, Bucks. HP21 9Lx TEL:
01296-433404

FOR SALE:

Cassettes: Three cassette players and
the following software: Sonic Boon,
Scrabble, Guardian Angel, EMA

Freestyle, Barrier Attack, Skate Rock

Simulator, Soviet Fighter Big 29,
Cluedo, 10 Cpmputer Hits (2 tapes), St
Dragon, Freddy Hardest, 4 Slash Hits,
Guadacanal, 30 Chess, Subbueto,
International Tennis, Barbarian 1,
Barbarian 2, The in Crowd (6 tapes),
Battle Stations (3 tapes), Daly
Thompson 01mpic Challenge (tape A

disc) Tick Dangerous-firebird, Captain
Blood, Alstrad Action Tapes April it

July 1991. All tapes 1: 1.00 ea plus
post A packing.
Discs: Silent Service, Arcadia (2
discs) Solid Gold (2 discs), Driller,
Gunship (disc for Spectrum), Colossus
Chess, Chuck Yeagers Advanced Flight
Trainer, Battle for Midway and Battle
for Britain, Tobruk, Guadacanal,
Galaxy Force, Trivial Pursuit, Soft-
lok 2.2, PD Disc T, Boone Clone, Multi
Face Music Creator, Protext Filler,
Prospell, At Last Plus, Protype fonts,
Pascal 00 and CPH+, my system discs.
All Discs t 4.00 ea and £1.00 pip

Books, Instruction manuals 1

Magazines. Qualitas Plus operating
Manual, Desktop Environlemtal System

(DES), Amstrad Micro Guide, Baldos
Manual, Utopia Manual, Maxam 200

Development Systel manual, Stop press
Desktop Publishing Ianual, CPCblZB

manual, At Last Plus manual, Protype
Ianual, protext office LProtext
Tiller Ianual, CP/M Plus book. Please
phone for prices.

Alstrad Action Issues 55—92 (April 90

to May 93) and Issue 113 )Feb 05). A00

Feb, Ear, April 09 and Nov 07. Phone
for prices.
Hardware: Amstrad Modulator MVP 001 £

10.00 3inch 'B' Drive phone for price.
Quick shot joystick £ 5.00
PLEASE CONTACT: Tony Toner 35,
Guildtord Toad, Fratton, Portsnouth,
P01 501] TEL 01705-732610.

STOP PRESS WILL ACCEPT £200 EON THE

LOT.

IANTS

Alastair Nest wants a 3.5" disc drive
PLASE CONTACT ALASTAIA on 01358-721252

Tony Tayor wants Protext and Pralerge
on Ron PLEASE CONTACT Tony on 01296-
433404

Bill Ford wants Chuck Teagers Advanced
Flying Trainer on tape or disc also
Mouse and Interface for use with
6120/464 or circuit diagram for louse
Alstrad 1453 Ver 6. PLEASE CONTACT:

Bill on 01244-321738

Ron Hegarty wants Hons for his rom
boards such as pretext, MaxaI, Utopia,
Des etc. PLEASE CONTACT Non on 0161-
795-9000

Tim Burke wants DES and BOIboard
PLEASE CONTACT Tim on 0101-549-1165

Isobel Swade wants 3.5" disc drive for
her 6128 PLEASE CONTACT Isobel on
01925-658724
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A CROQQ WORD
by Dave Sfi’rson

I was asked by our 'iishlist hanager’, Ernie, if I won1d like to help out with a
review and being the brains of DEM/I <<Ilo conment -Philip)>, ended up with the
task of trying out this nice little progran donated by Peter Canphell of
’COIISOIT’ fate, aka, the fines t’onpnter Crosswords.

CMSSIORD I : DAVE I)

I usually manage 0T with crosswords;
you either like them or you leave then
alone. Inow wished that I had left
this one alone. If you do decide to
purchase a value, there are plenty of
crosswords on the disc, 60 odd in
fact, to keep you busy. Hay I suggest
you don't, like I did, have a few
drinkies before hand. You will need a

clear head to solve these puzzles. And

a good ‘TIIKSAUIIUS‘.

I an not going to tell you how long
it took me to solve crossword nulber
one but boy was I glad I had finished
it and without cheating. You can cheat
and the way that you can do it is like
this. IRE! Iwon‘t tell you, you can
find out how to do it like I had to.

T0 LOAD UP THE CROSSIORDS

Just llllll"TlllES and follow the on
screen instructions. Select the
crossword number. I started with No.1
as I thought that would be the
easiest.I was right, they do get
harder the higher the number. how you
can either do the crossword by your»
self or as a team. You can have the
sound, what there is of it, turned on
or off. Choose the clue numbers with
the least letters in to start with; I
usually do as I find it gives Ie
letters towards the LONG words.
I am glad that I had Iy Thesaurus

with me as some of the words I have
never cone across before. Even "'er
indoors", who is very good at
crosswords, found then difficult. I

thoughtI would be clever with the
next puzzle by choosing the team
effort. Ito good though, it still had
us well and truly tuned and we had to
resort to cheating to solve a few
clues for us.

At the end of the Crossword, or you
can quit at any time, you can find out
how long it took you to solve the
puzzle, what you scored and how many
clues you had help with.

how for the sixty thousand dollar
question, is it worth buying? Yes, if
you like these types of cryptic
crosswords. There are some six volunes
in the series with 60 + crosswords per
disc and that's 3600dd puzzles to keep

your nind tied up in a thousand tiny
little knots. The cost per volune is
£10.00t50p postage. Don't forget the
thCI discount which that very nice
nan Peter allows nenhers. It brings
the figure down to £9.50 per
volume. Buy 2 volumes on one disc and

get a further discount of £1.50,
bringing the price down to £17.50.

happy Crosswording

«I’d not shy to Motion how long
it food he to finish the first one.
Three hours and fifteen ninntes in
total, which isn'thad considering the
oInes -Phi'11'p))

The Times Crossword 1

13D Champion golfer’s casualrequest caddie?
I J
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READ ME NOW!
by "Tiger"

I have got no articles for next months nagarine. If that first sentence hasn't
grabbed your attention, then I don’t know what will. is I write this page, there
are stiit three hianlr pages in [SSW 10] and I have nothing to put in then. tint
quite true, there are two hianlt pages because this is going to fit] the third
page and, hopefully, stop the sane prohien tron developing neat nanth.

THAIX kill) STUFF

I mentioned in 'l'hanx and Stuff that I

thought it might be a good idea if
nembers started to send in articles. I

also stated that anyone could write an
article if they tried. I'I now going
to change that slightly

If you nut n mot next lonth I
had better start receiving sole
articles pretty quickly or there
non't he one.

Phi I in Which/ecu

I have six pages for next month that
I can guarantee will be there, that's
all, six pages. I know that summer is
supposed to be a quiet time for the
computer world, but if it stays this
quiet then TACCI with go one of two

ways. It will either get filled by
rubbish (which I won't do), or it'll
thin down purely because of the lack
of articles to put in the lag.

so IHAT CAI rou DO?

You could try writing for HACCI. It's
really not as difficult as it sounds

you know. They can range from single
pages, to three pages, single issue or
Iulti issue, I just want articles. If
you really don't think you can write
something but you have an idea, then
let Ernie Iluddick know. His address is
on the back page. he'll get one of our
many Wish-List writers to knock
sonething together.
Whatever you do, don't ignore this.

The only peril that HACCI faces, at
the moment, is the lack of articles.
We have no money problems, we have

enough people of keep the magazine and
the club going indefinitely and there
is no threat of this editor having to
give it up. But, saying that, I can't
sit here and write the magazine as
well as editing it. Not only would the
work load be far to great, but you'd
all get bored of hearing from Philip
DiRichleau all the time. So get
writing articles.

IHAT DO I IRITE ABOUT

Do you have any Anstrad Actions
somewhere? Try having a look through
then. Before any die hard Techno-Rats
start to have heart attacks, read the
next bit.
M. had some great article idea

during its lifespan. M. also seemed
to cater to the lowest common

denominator, which usually meant an
underachieving hanster that would be

incapable of finding its own

trundlewheel without some assistance.
HACCI, and that means you lot, can do

awhole lot better I think. lt'sa
good place to start finding subjects
to work on.
I‘m not talking about ralpent

plagiarism here though. There's little
point is doing a marginal rewrite of
an old article. Not only isn't it
worth it, but it's probably going to
be spotted very quickly indeed. It's
just that hmstrad Action is a good
place to get a little inspiration
about articles.

SOIE IOIIE ROUGH IDEAS
He must all have used CPC books at
some point in time. How about
reviewing one of them',I How about doing
a quick article on a piece of software
or hardware? I could do with articles
on specific bits of hardware and their

uses. How many of you have got P.D.
Discs from the library? Review then
for the rest of us.
There are some difficult utilities

out there you know, which you may
discover that only you know how to use
correctly (it has often happened), or
maybe the instructions are all in
french (DISCOLOGY in last issue) that
you can translate for publications.
There are quite a few useful bits of
programming where the instructions
looking like they were run up by a

bureaucrat having a very good day.
It may he that you have a little

hint or trick that you night like to

pass over to the rest of us or a novel

use for something (like cutting half
an inch off the end of ilnch Crystal
Cases and sticking five or six
together as a good storage rack that
fits nicely on a desk somewhere). You

may know how to do something that
other hkCCI members would he very
pleased to know about.

TUTORIALS AIIE NEEDED AS lElL
I have, at the moment, tutorials for

PowerPage, HicroDesign and Protert in
the pipeline. I'd like to have

tutorials for things like l’rollerge,
Brunword, Tasword and other of the
more used bits of software. To you
think you could run a quick series on

these or anything else that comes to
your mind. let me know, I'I easy
enough to contact and easier still to
talk to (I don‘t bite to hard).

THE FINAL BIT

It doesn't matter what you write
about, so long as it's something to do

with the CPC. “(261 certainly isn‘t
written or produced by a group of
Dickens or Shakespears. lie can always
tidy it up for you so there's no

difficulty there. It can take me just
ten minutes to do the minor
corrections to an article.
So, get working and lets see what

appears in next months WkCCI...
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UNDERSTANDING THE CPC
(part one)

by John Hudson
This is the first in a short series of articles looking at the CPC coaputers as a
whole. Join Hudson is your host and this nontn talks about Karly Morning
Starts. Would that be with a bow] of corn {Ia/res?

EARLY IORIIIIG SIARIS
Hhenever you switch on a CPC it does
an Early Morning Start, that is, it
checks what is attached to it and that
various parts of the computer are
working. In particular, disc drives,
serial interfaces, extra melory and
ROMs. It does this by sending out
signals to where each of these should
be and waiting for a reply. If it gets
no reply, it assumes there isn’t one
and, if there isn‘t a disc drive or if
the one in your 612B is not
responding, it assumes you will be

using tape.
You should always switch on the

nonitor and any peripherals that have
their own power supply before you push
the keyboard switch to the OM

position. This is so that the
peripherals are ready to respond.
Don't leave all the switches on and

throw the mains switch so that
everything comes on at once.

I IAMI A DISC

Some makes of 3.5" disc drive will
only send a reply if there is a disc
in the drive; so you may need to
insert a disc before you push the
switch to the OM position. If the
Early Morning Start has not detected a

disc drive when you want to use it,
you can only get it to do so by

switching the machine off and starting
afresh.
Sonetiles a ROM will respond to the

colpmter‘s test by announcing it's
presence with a message on the screen.
Once the checks are over, the computer
hands over to the ROM in slot 0. In
all the original machines this is the
BASIC interpreter which announces
itself with a message. In the Plus
nachimes there is also Burnin' Rubber
and the ROM puts up a message asking
you to select BASIC or the game.

This arrangement did not have to be
invented for the Plus machines;
whatever BOM is in slot 0 will take
over the machine, which is why putting
a different game cartridge into a Plus
machine starts that game.

The safety device of interlocking
the cartridge with the Oil/OFF switch
on the Plus machines means that the
computer does an Early Morning Start
every time you put in a new cartridge.

COCK—A-DOODLE-DOO

CP/M also has an Early Morning Start
as it uses lost of the components of
the CPC in slightly different ways
from AMSOOS. It does the same sorts of
checks and then loads the Command

Control Processor into memory before
putting up the dreaded "A>" which
means the same as "Ready" in BASIC.

Unless you have the Graduate CP/M

ROMs, this takes longer than getting
to "Ready" in BASIC because everything
is on disc and needs to be copied into
memory rather than being instantly
available from a ROM.

CPIM Plus also has one refinement
over AMSDOS; if it finds only one
disc drive, it sets up a 'virtual
drive' to do the work of drive B: and
the message 'Brive is A:' appears in
the bottom left hand corner of the
screen. This allows you to pretend
you have two drives - essential for
copying files between two discs. In
theory you can use this with programs
but in practice most large prograls
swap from drive to drive so
frequently, it would wear you, and
the drive, out.
If you have two drives and the

message ‘Drive is A:' appears on the
screen after you have loaded CPIM, it
means that the second drive has not
been detected and you should switch
off and start again.

IV FLEXIBLE FRIEND

CP/M is slightly more flexible than
AMSDOS in that you can customize the
Early Morning Start to suit your
needs. In CP/M 2.2 this is done
through the SETUP routine; in CP/M

Plus, the Command Control Processor
looks for a file called PBOPILE.SUB

and carries out the commands in it.
These commands can be used to
custolize the machine or to run a

particular program.
This last is the equivalent in CP/M

Plus of replacing the ROM in slot 0

under AMSDOS and, with some

limitations, you can customize CP/M

Plus in several different ways to suit
the different programs you might want
to run without having to turn the
machine off.

Some games programmers take
advantage of the way CP/M is loaded
to load their games; entering :CPM

causes AMSDOB to read the first sector
of the first track of the disc in
drive A: - which is why CP/M on ROM

is loaded with :BMS instead. So games
programmers put their own code there
to load the game into memory,
customize the machine to their needs
and then ask the player to start
playing.

BASIC, BIM AMD COM

As everyone knows, computers can only
handle "D"s and "1"s; the chip in the
CPCs handlesil or if of these at a

time; each group of eight or sixteen
can be:

an instruction
a value, or
an address.

But rather than instruct the
computer directly in "(l's and "l"s,
as the original programmers really
did, we use a program which may have
been written using a compiler or an
asselbler or may include an
interpreter. Both compilers and
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of "0"s and "1"s which are stored in
binary files which can be sent
directly to the computer. These have
the ending .BIlI in AHSDOS and .CUM in
CP/ll. Programmers usually store their
word-processing or database programs
in such files because it means they
are ready for use the moment the user
wants then.

BASIC, however, was invented as
the Beginners All—purpose Symbolic
Interaction Code to allow non-
programmers to learn basic programming
skills. Rather than making them go
through all the stages of turning
their programs into binary files
before they can use them, BASIC stores
programs largely as written (in
jargon, as "source code“) and then
converts (or "interprets") them into
strings of "0"s and "1"s each time it
is asked to "execute" a single line or
"run" a program.

NO MATTER, THEY ION'T NOTICE

host BASIC programs will run more
slowly than binary programs but, where
the difference is not perceptible to
the user, this does not matter. (There
are a few versions of BASIC which can
compile their programs into binary
files.)

When BASIC programs are saved to
disc, they normally have the ending
.BAS; this means you only need to give
the first part of the name (before the
full-stop) if you want to load, run or
save a BASIC program. The same, in
practice, applies to .BIII programs.
If AHSDOS cannot find a program with
that name ending in .BAS, it will look
for a program ending in .BIll, load
that and try to run it.
This is exactly what happens in

CP/h, though CP/H uses the ending .Coh
(for C0llmand) rather than .811! (for
Biliary). In addition, since CP/Il has a

different way of responding to single
line commands, it assumes you want to
"RUN" any program you mention; so both
RUN" and COM can be omitted.

"FORMAT" in CNN means the same to
CP/ll as 'IlUll"l’DRllA'IS' does to AMSDOS;

CP/M looks for FORMATCOM while ABSDOS

looks for FORMATSBAS and, not finding
it, for FORMATSBIA which it loads in
order to let you format IAADOS discs.
Though Bill and COM files contain

much the same instructions, they're
not directly interchangeable because
they use the RAM slightly differently.

SINGLE LIIE CDIIAIIDS

BASIC, being an interpreter, can
handle single line commands easily; so
commands such as LOAD, SAVE and CAT

which are more important for
manipulating files than for running
programs can sit happily in BASIC.

If you want to issue a series of
single line commands, for example to
lower AIHEM, load BAHAMA}! or poke
certain values in RAM, followed by an
instruction to run a program, you can
write a short program with the
commands in them ending with a command

to run the program. Hany games and
business programs written in binary
code have a short BASIC program,
usually called DISC.BAS, which

performs this function.
CP/h is more geared to running

programs and so only has a handful of

single line commands. However, you can
achieve a similar effect to a DISC.BAS

program by using SUBHIMDA. You write
the series of single line commands

(without line numbers) in a file whose
filename ends in .SBB and which has
the name of the program you want to
run as the last line. Whenever you
want to run the programs on the disc,
you enter SUBMIT followed by the name

of the file and CP/H acts as if it had

been asked to run a DISC.BAS file.
This facility was improved in cm

Plus which looks for a file called
PROFILB.SUB as soon as it loads and
carries out all the single line
commands in this file before doing
anything else. So you can switch on a

6123, enter {CPA and sit back while
CPIH automatically sets up the screen,
keyboard, printer, serial interface
and anything else you want before
running your chosen program.

BUT IAII, THERE'S IORE

Next month I will look at storage
devices and how they work along with
some of the advantages and

disadvantages of each type.

SD MICROSYSTEMS
(Dept Z) PO Box 24, Attleborough

Norfolk NR17 lHL. Tel (01953) 483750

The CPC, PCW and PC Specialists.

Software:
Wide range of programs including
Business/Accounts,Payroll, Word
Processing/DTP, Databases, Utilities
plus a budget range from only £5.00,
all available on 3", 3.5" and 5.25" disc.

AUTHORlSED LOCOMOTIVEDEALERSAND
TASMAN SOFTWARE RANGE STOCKISTS.

Supplies:
Blank Discs, Lockable Boxes, Printer
Cables and Ribbons, Labels and more.

NEW! 3" DRIVE REVIVERKIT....£I0.00
Drive belt, Cleaner, DlY instructions.

Hardware:
3.5" Disc Drive packages from £75.00
24 pin Colour Printers from £199.00

Disk transfer service CPC<>PCW<>PC
Send a SAE for our current catalogue
stating computer type and disc size.
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A 32-BIT PORT
by Martin Bela

Ever wanted to control your domestic appliances from your keyboard? 0r fully
autolate your model railway? You have? Well, you're going to need an input and
output port of acne sort and this could be just what you need...

THE FIRST all
It's possible to control things via
the printer port, but with only seven
bits it's rather lilited.
The 32-bit IIO port described here

is designed to access upto 32 external
devices each of which can be either an
input or an output device.

IHAT'S IHAT?

Connector R1 is an edge connector
for plugging into the expansion port
of the CPC. ICl and 1C2 provide most
of the address line decoding, with the
outputs of 1C2 (pins 15 and 13)
selecting the appropriate Parallel
Input/Output Controller (P10) chip.
llhen 1C2 pin 15 goes low, ICE is

selected, allowing data to be passed
to or from 1/0 ports 0 and l.
Sinilarly, when IC2 pin 13 goes low,

1C4 (ports 2 and 3) are selected.

A BIT T00 SELECTIVE
As you can see, the circuitry around
ml is almost the sane as that around
1C3; the only difference being the
select lines from IC2. If you really
need more IID lines then you can
duplicate the 1C3 circuitry again, but
this tine take the select line fro-
pin 11 of 1C2. This will add two more
ports (4 and 5) giving you a grand
total of AD lines (or hits).

You can of course remove the 1C4

circuitry if you only want 16 lines.

THE CURRENT PMBLEI
The output pins from [Cl and 1C4

cannot provide much current, and so it
is intended that these outputs will be
used to control relays, which in turn
will switch the external devices (such
as lamps, motors, solenoids etc) on
and off. The circuit draws it's power
from the CPC's 5 volt supply, but I
would recollend using a separate Power
Supply Unit (PST) to power the relays
themselves so as not to overload the
CPC‘s supply. An interface for the

relays will be needed and this will
be covered next month.
I haven‘t shown a separate Power

Supply Unit in the diagram, as you
will either be quite capable of
building your own or if not, then as
it would need to be mains-powered, it
would be safer to buy a ready-made
unit.
Devices other than relays can of

course be connected to the ports, such
as an analogue to digital converter,
for signal measurement or sound
sampling for instance or perhaps
infra-red lRD's for control via fibre-
optic cables.
For the moment though, I'll assume

that you wish to use 12 Volt relays,
as these are probably the easiest to
understand and use.

A TERIIRAL CASE OF PORT

The items labelled T00, T01, T02 etc
are terminal blocks to connect the
relay interface (or whatever) to.
Each P10 chip has two 8-bit ports

which I will refer to as PA and PR,
The actual ports that you connect to
are indicated by the letter T followed
by the port number, followed by the
bit nulber; so T24 refers to hit 4 of
port 2; T00 is bit 0 of port 0; and
T31 is bit 1 of port number 3 etc.

IIIAI'S YOUR ADDRESS?

Idon't think the addresses used by

this design clash with any other add-
ons, but just in case, it's best to
remove other expansion add-ons before
plugging this board in. The addresses
used are the ones recommended in the
CPC manual, and are as follows:
tl‘hllx (selects ports 0 and 1)
HAIR (selects ports 2 and 3)
”RBI (selects ports 4 and 5 if used)
where X is one of the following:
t8 (i.c.'s port PR Data in/out)
ll (i.c.'s port PB Data in/out)
tC (i.c.'s port PA Control Register)
(IE (i.c.'s port Pll Control Register)

So, to send data in or out of port 2

(which is terlinals T20 to T27) the
address required is HATS.
Another example; address Hm would
give you access to the Control
Register of port 1 (I.C.3's port PD).

PORT PARTS LIST
Below is a parts list for the 32-bit
version. For the 48-bit version add an
extra R4, R5, C5, 1C4, and Terminal
blocks (or connectors). Delete these
parts if you only want a 16-bit port.

ITEM DESCRIPTION VALUE

R1-6 0.2“ 5% resistor lkfl
C1,2 Ceramic capacitor lDDnF
C3 Electrolytic capacitor IOOuF

C4,5 Ceramic capacitor 22oF
1C1 13 input RAND gate 74L3133
ICZ 3 to 8 line Decoder 74LSI38
IC3,4 4.5RRa 280A P10 IBIZOAPS
R1 50 way edge connector
TDD-T31 Terminal blocks or connectors

of your choice

The capacitors should be rated at 10

Volts or greater and the tolerance
isn‘t too important; 20 percent or
better is quite adequate. C1,2,4, and
5 should be mounted as close to the
i.c. legs as possible.

The connector R1 can be an IDC type
which is attached to a length of 5|)

way cable (like that used on romboxes,
multifaces etc) in which case the I/O
board and will need another plug and
socket or, alternatively, you could
use an edge connector which is
soldered directly to the 1/0 board.
If you decide on the cable, them

lake it as short as possible, no more
than say about 300m or it could give
you some problems. The pin nuabers
shown are those of the CPC's expansion
port, as shown in the CPC manual.

THE HEAT BIT
Next month we'll have
programming the ports,
how to connect relays,
some LED‘s to it.
Happy Soldering. . . .TTl‘ll. ..

a go at
and find-out
switches, and
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TO BE A MILLIONAIRE
by 9AM

As you way have guessed fro: the title, this article is about eating loney froo
your Cl’t', but this is not a silple review of the latest accounts pat/rage, or
pools predictor.
business — dealing in conputers.
for it, but the thing itself.

BllYIIB IHE IACIIIIE
Now, it's a good idea not to sell the
one you use, or the one that's in the
cupboard under the stairs ~ it's best
to have a spare colputer unless you've
got a PC or another lachine to keep
you happy it anything goes wrong with
your CPC. This leans that we've got
to buy one first.
Everyone lust have a local paper

that does free ads so browse through
the colputers section and look for
anything that night possibly be a CPC.

Some people put very strange adverts
in ly paper, like 'GI4000 road racing
game. Plugs into TV. £5'. That is
cheap. The prices you're looking for
are under £25 for a Plus or 6128, or,
if you're really desperate, under £10

for a 464. It is best to go for a

colour lomitor with a 6128+ or 6128.
These prices sound stupidly cheap

but I have picked up:

1) A 6128 keyboard for £15
2) A 464 and HP-l modulator and

green screen and gales for £15

3) A 6128 and colour monitor and

gales for £25

4) A 6128+ and none Ionitor and

games for £25

Item 1 was picked up by Dad at a car
boot sale.
Itel 2 was spotted in ly local free

ads paper and sold with 40 tape ganes
and a joystick for £52
Item 3 was purchased after I placed

a wanted ad for a 6120+ in the paper.
Itel 4 was purchased resulting frol

the sale ad. I thought the price I
had stated was £30 and I offered thel

lo, I '1 here to open your eyes to the wonderful world of
lot just selling the odd gale at car hoot sales

£25 as it was nono. Unfortunately a

lisprint had lead to the price being
offered becoming £20.

ADMISSION 0F IDIOCV

I'm a hit stupid really, as I bought
a 6128+ with a mono nonitor, which
will lake it difficult to sell.
Anyone got a Chit out there, or a lead
to connect a Plus to a CPC nonitor
(CT8644)? Admittedly, I took £5 off
the price I thought had been printed,
which you should do if people are
offering stuff that you didn't ask
for, ie a CPC when you wanted a Plus,
or a none/green Ionitor when you
wanted colour. Alternatively, say
that you don't want it and wait for
someone who's got the stuff you asked
for - they will have, don't worry.

IIIE IANIED AD

I'l quite sure that you probably won't
find anything advertised for such a

price, so you‘ve got to place a wanted
ad yourself. I‘l not certain whether
you should place it in the 'computers'
or the 'wanted' section, but I always
use the 'computers' one, with an ad
like this:

WANTED: AMSTNAD 6128+ NITN COLOUR

MONITOR AND GAMES/ACCESSORIES AND

MANUAL IN VGC. MILL PAY £25.
TEL:01234 567890

Always ask for a lanual and any
software (serious or gales). If people
don't have over 30 of thew, you have
a very good reason for offering a

lower price than what you originally
asked for in the ad. of course, if
they don‘t accept your new offer, take
the thing anyway.

So, soneone's phoned, it’s what you
wanted and you go to collect your new

computer. This lay sound obvious, but
don't buy it if it's damaged, or there
is a serious problem with it - take
some gales and peripherals to test on
it.

SELLING THE BEAST

I'm now going to tell you how to sell
that lovely little CPC that you bought
for very little money and sell it for
a huge profit, so making your first
million.

You lay remember that I mentioned a

strange ad for a “4000 console in the
first part of this article. The way to
sell a GXADUO would be an ad like
this:

(”4000 CONSOLE, 4096 COLOURS, STEREO

SOUND, PLUGS INTO TV / MONITOR, COST

£80, SELL E30, VGC. NITN FREE GAME

AND CONTROLLER. PNONB NUMBER :01234
567890

QUICK EXPLANATION

Always start with the nane of the
computer. If it's a Plus, say that
it's got 4096 colours and stereo
sound, if not, then don't forget, a

normal CPC has still got stereo sound,
so put that because it sounds good. A

GX4000 doesn't come with a monitor, so
you'd better mention that. But don‘t
say - 'does not come with screen‘ as
it sounds like a minus point, whereas
'plugs into TV‘ will usually be a plus
point. Try to lention that
accessories are 'free', as opposed to
just listing then after writing
'with':

CPC6128, colour, stereo sound, 30 free
disks of your choice, joystick,
manuals, vgc, only £60‘ is much

better than: ‘CPCEIZU with 30 games
and joystick, 1560'
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I believe that Ocean have recently
Iade all their genes P0 and lost gales
are available freely in disk ilage
torn on the Internet, so have sole
blank discs ready and just copy 30 of
your huge collection of Anti-
Iiultitaced ganes for then, provided
that they are old enough for people
not to mind about - I don't want to
trigger letters saying that I'm

advocating piracy and killing the
software industry - what software
industry?! Oh, yes, and nake sure
they realise that it is perfectly
legal. ((1 stiii haven’t had this
infornation confined -Phi1ip))

THE PRICE All) IY ARGUIEITS

Should you include the price in
your advert. The obvious answer is
yes, but if you don't include it, then
it's going to encourage people to
phone and ask how Iuch it is. When

they do that, ask then how such they
were expecting to pay in the first
place. Always ain about £10 higher
than that, unless they were offering
an exceptionally high price (take it
at once), or a stupidly low one,
preferably about £30-t40 nore than you
paid for the machine ~ about £50-i60
is about right for a 6120 or Plus.
Always negotiate, it’s worth it. If
you do state the price, you'll only
get people phoning who will accept
that price and there night not be that
nany, but it‘s up to you.

Lets mom that soneone has phoned
(I usually get 1 call per advert on
average], and soneone is suing over
to see your colputer, or has said that
they will phone back. 00“ GET

EXCITED. I reckon that there lust be
only a 25% chance of then turning up
or calling you back.

The coin has landed on its edge and
the doorbell rings. Shove 'THE 0Eh0'
into you CPC and get it on the TURN

DISK DEHO SIDE A for adults (those
skulls are aIaning), or the 3D

wecktorballs part of Face Huggers
Ultilate hegadelo if you reckon kids
night be scared by those brilliantly
drawn skulls opening and shutting
their mouths. oh yeah, turn off the
awful reflection with R for those
vecktorballs. If your CPC is
connected to stereo speakers, turn on
the sound, otherwise, don't bother.
Casually Iention the capabilities of

an old Iachine before resetting and

talka bit about the CPC. Load up
sonething like Exolon to let then
larvel at those graphics or sone
other gane with anazing graphics -
don't worry about galeplay - they
won't realise how difficult the
brilliant Erolon is until they get
hone. Show then a nanual (only the
front cover preferably - don‘t let
then read it) and load up Hegaillasters
(don't copy that though!) Mention that
the CPC version has none levels and is
better than the SEES version.

All) IHEY IAII IT?
Ilhen they say they want it «being
positive about this whole bnisiness I
see -Phi1ip)) they'll probably work
out pretty quickly that it will take
you ages to copy all those discs,
unless you have illness, which of

course, you should. It you can, have

all the discs ready beforehand and

give then everything before they go.
Don‘t forget any of the systel, it's
easily done.

*the keyboard
*the Ionitor
*the nanual
1lthe joystick
*hngela Cook‘s phone nunber
(01903 534942) «What -Plli1ip»

*one of those HkCCI adverts fro-
Issue 100 «Food idea ‘Plillp))

*ask then for the Ioney

GOIIIG. GOING, HIE
I think that I‘ve now covered all the
lnportant facts about raking Ioney
from your CPC, (or soneone elses for
that natter) but if I‘ve got anything
wrong, phone ne on 01003 241054

becausel'n bored, but only between
Spn and 10pm, or all day during the
suaner holidays. If I‘ve upset
anyone, sorry, or if anyone thinks
that this article is the host aIazing
rubbish that they've ever read, I‘n
chuffed, thanks. See you. Don't
forget that you‘re alive.

SLINDAY

at the BeeootStadium
WALSALL

29 September 1996

W
The one and only Second
GreedL WACCI Convenfion

eI!

To simplybookyour ticket for a great day out, send£2.00 to WACCIand avoid any lastminute panic, asthere are any a limited numberofticketsavailable.

Refreshments andBar available
NB: Lunchmust bebooked in advance

Just ask Angle
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THE ANGELA COOK
INTERVIEW t l

As I stepped out froa the chauffeur driven liaousi'ne and stared up at h’ht't'I
Towers, shimneri'ug golden turrets and flying flags greeted IE. I thought that the
Ian that lived here lust have been had. I was right.
previous k’hct'I Editor, Steve Villi’ans.

HACCI) If Jeff planted the thCI seed,
how would you describe your role in
the HACCI evolution?

Steve) hnalogies, don't you just love
them. If you want analogies then all I
did was water the seedling and watch
it grow and, as it happened, the seed
turned into a whacking great
sunflower. But you can't take it away
froI Jeff, he was the guy who saw a

barren patch in the garden and decided
how it night be used. I think that's
enough analogy gags for one article.
You know, it's easy to take a

superb, original idea and turn it into
a success. 'I'hat's all I did. But
there‘s not my people who can
actually come up with the idea in the
first place. okay, I took the
Iembership to just over 700 but who's
to say what the figure would have been
if Jeff had stayed on as Editor.
Knowing Halker's determination it
probably would have been a lot higher.

w) Hhat Iade you decide to take on
HACCI rather than let it go to sleep
when Jeff left for pastures new?

S) Well we didn't talk about it in the
lag at the time, not wanting to
freak-out the melbership by telling
them how close HACCI was to folding
due to lack of funds, but during the
first few months of it's existence I

saved YACCI a few times, either with
injections of money or with articles.
Jeff lives a couple of miles up the
road from me so I used to go over to
HACCI HQ and help him out with soft-
ware orders, collated pages, helped
with front covers and even entertained
his dog, Item. In short I did anything
I could to keep the club going.

lie is none other than

why did I do all this? Hell I
thought YACCI was such a unique
concept that I didn't want it to go
under. You have to remember that at
the time there were magazines like
hmtix, h.C.lI., thh and ILL, none of
which were accessible in the sane way
that HACCI was. I mean, you could
phone YhCCI HQ and get straight
through to the Editor, who always
seemed to know the answer to your
particular CPC problem. Deeply
marvellous! You couldn't get that with
any of the other mags, they were only
interested in making money.
Jeff had been running HhCCI for 18

months or so, when Simon Rockman (the
Editor of Mil.) asked Jeff if he
wanted to go and work as the new

Editor because Simon was going on to
be the Editor of an Amiga publication.
It was an offer that Jeff would have
been daft to refuse.
In March 1988 he phoned me up and

said "I have two options. I can fold
HACCI now and repay everybody's subs
or I can pass it on to you." he gave
me eight days to decide. hs daft as it
sounds, I chucked in a £14,000 job,
with pension and holiday-leave, in
order to make sure that “661 survived
the ‘fold' that Jeff‘s departure would

ensure. So over an Easter Bank Holiday
I was shown how to run and produce
YACCI by the aforesaid Halker. On

April 4th 1988 I became the Editor of
VACCI. Scary experience.
Fortunately, 'Jiffy' kept popping

over to thCI Towers from HACCI ho to
give me aural support and advice. Good

job too because I'd lent him my car so
he could commute to and from hCU‘s
office at Brentwood. I knew that
lending him Iy car would be a damn

good investment.

It) Has following Jeff's pre-set style
easier or more difficult than coming
up with an original idea?

5) Jeff's ‘pre-set style' as you call
it, was actually thCI's "house—style"
and it was relarkably easy to follow.
In the time that Jeff had been running
HACCI, he'd done a lot of
experimenting and research with the
magazine. Look at issues it to #6,

every one is radically different and
better than its predecessor.

By the time I inherited the Editor's
chair, the hard work had been done.
thCI was YACCI. It existed in its own

right, separate from the influence of
the Editor. It had a 'corporate
identity' which was firmly established
in the first 12 months of its being.
For the first few months of my

tenure I actively tried to keep the
magazine looking 'exactly' as it had
been during 'Jiffy-no-legs' era. of
course you can‘t really do that, but
Jeff helped as much as he was able by
continuing to write his programming
articles for a few months after he
moved to AC1]. Eventually Jeff
dropped-out from the CPC and YhCCI

scene and I had to take total
responsibility for the lagazine. I
think that my only flair or talent, if
that's what you'd call it, was that I
understood the meaning of the maxim

"If it ain't broke, don't fix it!"

It) iihat is it about HhCCI that
attracted people ten years ago and is
still doing so now?

S) The magic is still there, even
after ten years. The magic originates
from the membership and of course the
CPC itself. A damned good computer.
Okay it looks dated by today‘s
standards but stick a Rombox on the
back of it, put Iroteit, Prolerge
Plus, Utopia and Irospell in there and
you've got a very sexy machine at your
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fingertips. But it's the melbership
that's important and ‘Eair Culment' is
their voice. I remelber the first time
I got a letter printed in Him, in
issue three or four I think. It was a

great feeling seeing ny name in print
for the first time. The rest, as they
say, is history.
If you notice any radical difference

between Jeff‘s later magazines and my

early issues, the most striking
variation (and I've only just noticed
it when I was preparing for this
interview) is that Jeff used to keep
'Eair Comment' to a page or three at
the most. When I took over I

remembered that buzz that getting
something printed in ‘l‘C' gave me and
the fact that it inspired me to write
so many articles and reviews for
MCI. So I printed as many letters as
I could every month and I tried to
give a full answer when I could. If I
couldn't, like the classic case when

Peter Creosote wrote in and asked how

he could get his CPC to ‘boot' from
Drive ll: under hmsdos, then I called
upon the “CU intelligencia and they
generally came up with an answer, as
Stuart Peppiat did for Peter. Great
stuff because not only did till get a

great reply in ‘FC' from Stuart but
UhCCI also gained an extraordinarily
gifted and thoroughly unforgettable
Deputy Editor, Peter... what's-his-
name? ((Sir-a—Salt? —l’h1'11'p))

It was the only change in UhCCI that
I made that Jeff winced about. He

didn't complain or criticise, he's too
much of a gentleman to do that. I

showed hin my third, maybe fourth,
issue of the magazine which contained
twelve pages of Fair Consent. lifter he
had scrutinised it, he looked up at me

and said "There's a lot of readers
letters in this month!" I answered
"Well they ARE the people that are
paying for the pages in the first
place!" He unpretentiously replied
"Well you‘re the Editor now, you know

best" and went off to fetch ne a

coffee. It was the nearest that we

ever cane to having an argument.
Not long after I increased the size

of the column Joolz took over lair
Comment because, frankly, she was much

more politic in the answers that she
gave. I'd done it for a few months but
I don‘t tolerate fools easily. okay, I
never ever castigated a member that
asked as a “new-CPC—user" but Iwas

quite chastising and acerbic when some
melbers asked puerile questions. Joolz
took over ‘EC' from me and I noticed
that she was getting some good feed-
back from the UACCI membership.
I quickly and sanguinely promoted

or conned her to "Poking In The

Library" and made sure she was the
lady who answered the EECCI hot-lime.
Peter Campbell once described her
telephone-voice as "liquid-chocolate
running into your ear!" God knows what
Peter does when he's given a Cadbury's
Flake! But he is right when he says
that loolz sounds very seductive over
the phone.

ii) Uhat is "house style" and how

important is it to UhCCI?

S) it the highest level ‘House style'
is the personal signature of the
Editor upon the magazine. It's
something that pervades every page of
the magazine so that when you pick up
a publication you recognise it
immediately. It's also something that
transcends individual Editors, if it‘s
done properly. For example if you
picked up a copy of The Daily Mirror
from the 60's you'd still be able to
recognise it as being the same thing
as The Daily Mirror in the 90's. You

know, there are certain elements that
persist... The Perishers, Garth, the
logo printed white on red.
It‘s probably easier to answer this

question by pointing out what ‘isn't'
good ‘house-style.‘ For example, take
a magazine like the one that the
United hmstrad User Group produces.
Every single page looks different.
Different typefaces, different point
sizes, different punctuation rules and
different page formats. I mean I know

why they do it like that, to show how

clever they are, but it simply ends up
looking like one big mess and

ultimately distracts from the article
you are trying to read. Very
alateurish.
UhCCI's completely at the other end

of the spectrum. It has a consistency
that runs through every page and every
issue. The changes in style and format
(if any) are gradual. At a pinch you
could look at issue 12, issue 49 and
issue 100 and still recognise them as
being the same magazine. That's the
clever bit. That's what house-style is
all about.

w) why did you hand VACCI over to
Clive Dellaby?

S) It had to happen eventually. You've

got to remember that I was the longest
serving Editor in UECCI‘s history,
Clive did more issues but I did more

time. In fact I'd done it for three
and a half years without a break.
That‘s an awfully long tile and a

dreadful amount of pressure to be

under. Soneone once asked me how long
it took to put the magazine together.
I told them it took five weeks, but I
had to do it in two. That wasn't too
far off the truth.

At first running the club was great
fun, UACCI was the best game in town.
Then as the nembership began to grow
and the magazine really began to take
off and the workload began to grow the
fun elenent got pushed to the back
somewhat. Joolz and Peter Ceresole
helped with software orders and

editing articles, they were both
marvellous and very supportive.
Unfortunately every time we made the
beastie run more efficiently the
membership figure junped higher making
even more work. And you've got to
remember that the two weeks of every
month that's set aside for putting the
magazine together is inmutable. You

can't cut down on that time, well you
can if you are prepared to turn out a

had issue, which I wasn't.
So after three and a bit years of

being in the big chair I wasn't a

happy bunny. Every issue became

increasingly harder for me to produce.
I got to the stage where I couldn't
bear to sit at the computer or answer
the phone. It was an insidious torture
but I soldiered on with another few

issues anyway. Eventually I worked

myself to a standstill, if that's the
right word for it.
Then Clive Bellaby cane along and

proposed a solution - that he and the
"conmittee" would take over thCI from
me. It Iade a lot of sense to me. It
was a hell of a relief too.

U) Why have you stayed silent for so
long and why did you agree to do this
interview now?

S) After such a long tenure it was a

terrible emotional wrench giving up
the HECCI Editorship but it was the
only way I could make sure the club
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survived. It hurt a lot when issue 50

case out and Iy nale wasn't on it. I'd
been looking forward to it for a long
tile. It was a Iilestone in "(201's
history and I Iissed out on it.
During ly era I becale terribly

proprietorial about the marine. I
expect all of VACCI's four ‘forler'
editors would confess to that
particular sin. You know the syndrowe,
the 'I was the best Editor HACCI ever
had" type of nonsense. My only saving
grace was that I knew I was

proprietorial and so I kept out of the
new teal's hair. I knew that the last
thing Clive wanted was sole old-boy
past-editor phoning bin up and waking
'useful" conlents. Jeff never did it
to ne so why should I have done it to
Clive? I was there if he needed we

(just as Jeff was for ne) and indeed I
did get a few phone calls initially
but for the nost part I was prepared
to sit quietly in the background and

just wait for ny nonthly dose of HhCCI

to slip through the letterbor.
Very soon after I gave up the job as

Editor history was re-written and a

lot of nisinfornation was inserted
into various issues of HACCI. lwas
painted as some type of blackguard and
I was surprised to see that the
editorial tean did nothing to correct
these rumours. My apparent fall fron
grace was breath-takingiy fast.
I had two options, both of which

were no-win scenarios. I could either
whinge in 'Pair Conent' (in which
case nelbers would just think it was a

case of sour grapes fron a forner-
editor) or I could keep quiet. I
decided that, for the sake of the
club's future, silence was the best
option.

And I know what you're going to say
next... Why an I talking about it now?

sinple! It's five years on, two

editors later, and what l'n talking
about is history, it's not going to
effect the current nenbership figures.
Ilehehee, cost of the current nelbers
have never heard of ne anyway.

You nay blush but the reason I'n
doing this interview now is because
I've been pleasantly surprised by the
last few interviews you've done. I

want to try and put the record
straight and at last I can see an
opportunity to do that. ((IIAL‘CI Policy
is that h‘l’h’lll’olll' has a right of reply
in the pages of the nagau‘ne —Ph1‘li‘p))

I) You were with UhCCI for a long
tire. llhat is one of the best nonents
that has stuck in your nind and what
is a regret?

5) One of the best nolents? God that's
difficult. Let's start with the other
one. Well apart iron ny obvious worst
tine, losing HACCI, there is one event
that I thoroughly regret, introducing
Phil Craven to an unsuspecting CPC

world. Honestly, the guy was the
biggest con-Ian going, he certainly
conned ne. I used to read the
conplaints in ‘l’air Connent' about
sole of the people he so blatantly
ripped-off and I felt very, very
guilty about the fact that I'd given
his so Iucb publicity. I was very
naive when it cane to Phil.

One of the best parents? This
Morrison chap tried to take Jeff to
court when Jeff absolutely slated his
‘Pascal’ R0)! in a WACCI review. 30

Jeff took it to the authorities,
proved everything he said in the
review and blew Morrison's objections
out of the window.

It) Briefly, what's your side of the
"Great Crash" story.

S) Basically it was all rubbish. There
never was a "great crash" story. It
wasn't even a 'bulpy-landing" story.
In fact it was a "gentle-thud” story,
if it was a story at all.
I handed film over to Clive and

"The Conlittee", with a nelbership
figure of over 700 people. I invited
Clive into any house for the weekend,
just like Jeff had invited Ie into his
house so that he could learn all about
VACCI. He cane in, did his
calculations and said "Yes, HhCCI will
survive!" And he did it! But then they
started to re-write history.

when I handed UACCI over it was

financially stable. Okay, I adnit that
producing issue 50 would have involved
dipping into Joolz's bank account but
“001 had £5,000 worth of stock in
reserves that was waiting to be sold.
liben I passed lthCI on to Clive there
were no debts to be settled with any
of the connercial colpanies like
Arnor, Ronbo or the printers. lwas
personally responsible for then and I

sorted then out, HACCI didn't pay a

penny towards any of the so called
"old debts."

You know this bit already. Hith our
joint blessing, the two of you have

just ertricated at least another
£1,000 pounds of assets from HACCI

Towers that I've had lying around
doing nothing for the last five years.
«An awful lot of stuff which is now
in the safe hands of John Hayley,
Angela and nyself -Ph1'11'p))
If I'd had just a bit nore energy I

would have produced issue 50, but I

didn't manage it. Sad, because
sonebody really did fiddle around with
club funds and I wonder if I wasn't
nade the scape—goat in order to cover
for other peoples' his-deeds? If I'I
wrong then the guilty parties can
always resort to litigation to prove
their innocence but I doubt that will
ever happen. Perhaps a whinging letter
or two in Fair Connent but nothing
truly substantial. I lean I'd welcone
it after all the nonsense that's been
talked about the so-called I"Great
Crash", the WACCI nenbership would

finally find out the truth.

If) Finally. What does the anachronisn
HhCCI really nean?

It neans "walker's hostrad Conputer
Club International" and I hope that's
an end to the endless speculation!
I‘ve kept quiet about that one for a

decade and it feels good to finally
cone clean!

Can I go back into my box now? I'm
really tired. Having finally vented ny
spleen I lay need to sleep for another
five years. On the other hand I night
just be returning in the near-future.
Just in case I never appear in HhCCI

again I‘ll wish all the HACCI readers
a final Tarra...

DISC LABELS
ILACI ILUB Ill) ORANGE

Quantity

1,000 Labels
500
250
1 00

Send PO's or CASH to:
John Jones, 41 Wesfmofiand
Avenue, Newbiggin by-the-sea,
Nonnumbertand NE64 GRN
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WHO'S WHO
EDITOR: PHILIP D'iRICHLEAU, GROUND FLOOR FLATl 121 RIPON STREET, LINCOLN, LN5 7N6

Telephone 01522 511608 (But not after 11m if you wish to live)

IARKET STALL

Augie Rardvick (01922) 149730
23 Station Place, Bloxvich
Ralsall, Rest Midlands RS3 2P0

IT'S THAT GIRL AGAIN

Angela Cook (01903) 206739
Brynpton Cottage, Brunswick Road

Rorthing, Rest Sussex 0011 3110

FAIR COIIERT

Philip DiRichleau and Frank Neathervay
3 Glebe Close, Rayleigh
Essex, SS6 90L

THE ABC 0F PD

Mark Johnson (01375) 677631
13 Ashuay, Corringhan
Essex 5517 91:0

DISTRIBUTION AND SUBSCRIPTIONS

Paul Dverryhouse
7 Brunsvood Green, Ravarden
Flintshire C115 3JA

lISR LIST IARAGER

Brnie Ruddick
26 Spitalfields
Yarn, 1515 9110

ACCOIPLICE T0 IRE EDITOR

Ron Izett
c/o BACCI 110

address as above

0001 LIBRARY A COIPETITIOR SPOT

John Bovley (01733) 702150
97 Tirrington, Aretton
Peterborough, P03 911

TAPE LIBRARY

Arthur Cook (01903) 206739

Brynpton Cottage, Brunswick Road

Borthing, Sussex 01111 3110

IACCI OR THE IORLD IIDE IEO

The URL is :

http://users.ox.ac.uk/'chri0264/
vovvvhtnl

IACCI ROIEGROII DISC LIBRARY

Dave Stitson
4 Connaught Avenue, Rutley,
Plymouth, P11 7011

PD LIBRARY - DISCS I TO 10

Dave Stitson
1 Connaught Avenue, Hutley,
Plymouth, PL4 7011

PD LIBRARY - DISCS 10 T0 51

Stuart Gascoigne
24 Ietch Road, Lover Knoule

Bristol, 033 500

P0 LIBRARY - DISCS 55 T0 01

Ian Parker,
21 Oxford Drive, Rest Heads,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P021 500

PD LIBRARY — DISCS 05 onlards
Doug Hebb (01257) 111121
4 Lindsay Drive, Chorley,
Lancs, P07 201

IACCI SERVICES

Prank Frost
Er~softvare house discs ready PAST IACCI’S
formatted and labelled. 01.50 Prank Reatherway

4 Rectory Close each for 3" and £0.35 for 3 Glebe Close
Rootton, Ryde 3.5" 11in order 1‘00 discs. Rayleigh
Isle of Right Essex
P033 400 The Alternative “know 506 90L

Phone (01903) 802197 Guide and disc only £5.00 Phone (01260) 781712

01-03,10-12 50p inc pr
11,46—50 ....... 50)) inc pip
52-62,65—69 50): inc pip
70,72-73,75-79 .

21 inc pip
00-03,05-98 £1.50 ditto
99-100 ......... £2.00 ditto
6‘0 01/, grab a back issue.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM (103)
NB: Subscription includes club membership. From: To:

UK ISSUES @ £2.00 EACH = £ Please send your cheque
or Postal Order to:

EUROPE ISSUES @ £2.50 EACH = E

WACCI
OVERSEAS ISSUES @ £3.00 EACH : £ 7 Brunswood Green

HAWARDEN
NAME PHONE Flintshire

CH5 3JA
ADDRESS

Cheques payable to
WACCI please.

POSTCODE SAE needed for receipt.

I would Photocopy this bit rather than tear the mag up The end is near



llllll SOFTWARE - HARDWARE ~ DESIGN

Telephone/Fax: 014] 554 4735
CDmEDFL Email: cam1@cix.compulink.co.uk

llllll IO McIntosh Ctl., Wellpark, Glasgow, G3l 2HW. Scotland. U.K.

NIRVANA - RUM based t

allnbutm. automatic analogue ofdnve A and _' to use menu system, Suitable for two dnve mnehina: Please note that Nirvana Wlll

only recognise data and system lormat discs in drive B I | 5.00

MicroDcsign Plus - MenudrivenD’l'l’ page prtstsingmckage. 'l'wo discs and twomanuals.High quality pn'nt output. For all Anistrud
Cl’C disc machines with l28k £29.99

MicruDesign Enn- » DISC of clip-art for use with Micchsign Plus Consists of large headline fonts, musical notation symbols,
lloweharl symbols etc. ROMDOS [)20 format i l .1 99 or 3" disc “4,99

The Alaps Libraries ForllicralkrignPlus:
at) Mill" 01"":- British Isles — Sixteen Iii—Res (256k strip fonnnt)mups of die eoasthne, motorways, counties Lll'ld towns oldie UK.
RUB/[DOS [)2ttftn1mit - £12.99 or 3" formal ( 2 discs) -£|4.99
h) World Map: — Filletm lli-Res maps ofAmericii, l-Zurope. Aslfl etc. R()Ml)t)S l)20 fommt . [I 2.99 or 3' fonmit - £13.99

Pug: Printer » 24 pin and ink _|€l. printer driver for Micmlksign Plus. liiisy to use - good quality print outs £9.99

DES - The Desktop linvnonmenl Sysmm - Sophisticatal L'PC mphiwl user inlertiioe, based on an Apple Mnclnlosh style WIMP
eimrwiment. For all CFC disc machines. Disc - [I499 R( )MS (2) - £24.99

Zinl - PC to UPC transfer prtnyum. runs under (.‘PM, Allows the user to swap between ii PC and the CPU using an interchangeable
disc format. For all AmslriidCFC disc machines with l28k running underCPM]. “9.99

PanDos - Superb Disc (hummingSystem for use with large format 3.5" 1} drives, Compatiblewith and superior to ROMDOS. This is
the only DOS ROM which should be inserted in ROM slot seven thereby freeing tin extra slot for more soflwure. £14.99

“at Burk Ide- - Quality Basic tutorial aimed at the competentBasie programmer.Consists ofu 42 page nuuiiuil Iintl disc ol'exiimple
programs 1;M99

Xexor ~ Sophisticated disc buckup utility. capable ofbacking up almost all protectedCl’C discs.l;l4.99

Soft—bolt V2.1 - L‘tunpreliensive Lupe to disc utility. designed to transfer spactllock protectedgames to disc. £14.99

CoInSoft Romlioii - Cased 8 socket Rombox exlsindible to l6 stxzkets, ideal for DIES. l’arul)os, l’rotexl etc [35 + £2 [xistage

Til/E PROTEATSI r'lTl'f 77w nun!xopliirncnu-ilward pnwuxring ri‘rlcm ever zlowlawdfiir the .rlmi-trail ( ‘I‘t ‘ mmpuli'r min; '. Riva/r
I6 hit word processors In rare afuse and range offealures.

PRUI'EXT — The number one word praxssor for Ainslmd Cl’C computers, Features include Fast text editing, insert/overwritemodes.
full text formuling.block functions.on screen help and printer control menu. DISC ~ I. l S 99 RUM » 1.22.00

PROSPELL - Advanced spell checker for I’R( )' 'I‘ licaturex include M ssive 32,000word dictionary,can check up to 2000 words
per minute, build/edit/Iistdictionary, unlimited dictionary iuid word cli/unugriim feature. Will also check liles from other word
processors. DISC — “4.99 ROM ~ £21.00

PROMERGEPLUS - 'lhe complete rru'ul merge lllld llllllh‘ program for PM )‘I‘ ‘X'l' l-‘cutures include (.‘oinprehensive mail merge
function. auto rcfonwiting oftext & selective printing RUM version ulso Allows for two file cdiling& backgroundprinting as well its
column “urk |)l$(,' , LN 99 ROM 7 L2! (It!

PROPRINT - PRU] liX'l’ print enlmnoeinentprogram Features include Multiple fouls “lll‘lll'l one document. import of fonts from
other CPL“ programs, 9 and 24[ J pin printer dnvers and an integral font designer for creationol'new fonts/editingof imported fo'nls
DISC - £14.99 RUM » £21.00

DESTEXT - PowerfulDES utility enabling owners ol'l)l-IS iind I’RU'I'liX'I' on Rt IM to use the DES graphical inlerfuce within Protest.
I-‘eatures include: Unique WYSIWYG screen printing option, screen saw-r & multiple text options. DISC - 1.9.99

PLEASE ADD £1.00 TOALL DISC AND ROM ORDERS FOR 181‘ CLASS POSTAGE INTHE UNITED KINGDOM.
AIR MAIL FOR INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS - ADD £2.00 PERORDER.

CUSTOMERS WISHING TO ORDER BY CREDIT CARD PLEASE CALL ON! 554 4735 (24 HR ANSAPHONE)




